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conunodations purchased $77 million
Tourist dollars spent in the area have
worth of goods from other industries in
a- mushrooming effect. "Firms in the
1977," the study points out.
•
tourist business paid out $57 million in
the study indicates toirlst money
personal income during 1977. About 34,s.
cents out of each dolly of sales to local . also sweetens state and local coffer...
and traveling customers are passed on. "Altogether, $22-.2 million were
collected from the tourist businew for
as income to businessmen and their
state and local taxes in 1977.. Sate taxes employees in the area"the study says.
amounted to $19.9 million.' Local taxes
The over 450-million that out-of-state
and property taxes amounted to $2.29
travelers Spend in the afea provides
million."
jobs for about 2,000-workers in the eight
•
The Copelands based their study of
counties, the study claims.
Tourist- buSinesses in the region tourist spending in the eight county
reported combined sales of $165 milling... region on the "U. S. Censuses of
Trasportation and
p 1977, the report says. -Total receipts 'National Travel,
Business,"
national
travel expenditure
of the tourist industry comprise .one
expenses
studies,
business
operating
- fifth of the $8421nillion retail business, • -reported to the Internal Revenue
- including 'retail_ trade And .cousswer
- tiieyS'nr tillirlst 'travel arid"
services," the study indicates.
spending, research on the travel
Tourist spending provides an extra-- market and outdoor recreation, highstimulus beyond personal income, way and transportation surveys and
"Operator/3 of area tourist ac- studies of family spending for travel.

.Tourism is a healthy, intergral part
of the business in Western Kentucky.
Tourists spent. over $70-million
eigth counties surrounding the Ken- • tucky Lake-Lake Barkley area in 1977. Over $50-million of that figure came out
,01 the pockets. of out-of-slate tourists.
• And,.according to a study of Lewis
and Leona Copeland of the University
.T.gtherlage_for Kentucky's:- Western
Waterlands. travel spending in the area
has increased 239 percent since 1963.
Kentucky's Western Waterlands, a
tourist promotion organization serving
eight area counties, met for an'annual
session Monday- -night-- at the -WestKentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center in Murray and "made the
Copeland report public at that meeting.
MISS MURRAY PAYE sEmtFiNAusys —s-Among the 14 semifinalists tontiseting hi We
According to a digest of that report,
Munay__,-ninth annual S
tout-ism in Kentucky is a-- healthy-State University Scholarship Pageant on SatUrdity*Yefilnfg,
LII0/11)"
-Aprit15;artrifiese„ Coeds. They are: (left to
business. "Last year all-tourists spent
Elaine Hopkins, Louisville freshman; Carolyn Mae-Wathen, Henderson sophomore; and Lisa'llaker, Frankfort fre4h$13p-million
in • .Kentucky.
man; and (back) Sally Ernison, Louisville freshman; Stephanie Bedell, Louisville sophomore; Betsy Dunman,louisvale
• Businessmen in the western (Kenjunior Kathy Luber, Aviston, Ill., soPhomore; Debbie Thompson, Cadiz junior; Lynn Riddle, Paducah freshman; Pam
tucky) area received an .important
Graham, Belleville, Ill., sophomore; Sheila Ellington, Paducah junior Laura Case, Louisville junior and Julie Young
share
of the state total," the .report
Henderson sophomore: Melinda Enix, Benton sophomore,is not shown.
points out.
While recognizing that persons on the .
- road "requiredltitelgtfacUities, SiI'as lodging, eating and recreation accommodations, plus gasoline and other'
$70,487,000 ti.. _
automobile services," the study points. ;- „Total TourisfSperiding In Arim1
/
41977out that eneln five nonfarm businesses- Total Spending By Out
Tourists,447K
$50,700,000
. in the region serve the traveling public.
Personal Income To People In Ares...............
.. -$18,710,000
"The tourist trade in (the region) is
Goods Purchased
lee
..$15,710,0011
Fourteen coed semifinafists will be
centered in 1,379 retail sales and serdirector of "Campus,.Lights '78."
Services Purchased
scholarship; second runnerun a $75
$ 6400,000
vice enterprises in the eight counties of
competing fer-the title when the curtain
The Ple-Mu Alpha Men of Note, scholarship, and third and fourth
-Contribution
Of
Tourists
To
State,
Local
Rama
goes up on the ninth annual Miss
the area.; the study indicates.
directed by John Goode, will provide
runnersup $50 scholarships each. •
State Taxes Collected From Toveists
$6,100,000
Murray State University Scholarship
Businesses with a 'direct interest in
music for the show.
Judges- will be Bill Hamilton of the
Local
Taxes
Collected
Tourists
from
•
$1,520,000
Pageant on Saturday evening, April 15.
tourist
trading
employ
over
7,500
board of directors of the Miss Kentucky
Federal Taxes Collected From Tomtits
$2,060,000
Sponsored by the Student Activities
The winner in the pageant to begin at
people, providing on in five-of the 30,990
Pageant in Louisville, John R. Bohn,
Board of the Student Gavernment treasurer of the Miss Kentucky
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium will
jobs in the area's trade and commerce,
wear-the Miss Murray State University - Association, the pageant this year
the study,,points out.
-Paleant, itn4 Allison _Nelson,. imeeert
follow a "The Golden Age of Miss pianist and artist-in-residence .at
crown in the.Mile Kentucky Pageant in
the
Louisville in June. Semifinalists are:
America" theme_ Jean Campbell, University -of Tennessee at Martin.
Owensboro senior,--is the pageant
Lisa Baker, Frankfort freshman;
A reception will follow the pageant in
director.
Stephanie. Bedell, sophomore, Laura
the Clara M.Eagle Gallery of the Price
Case1-4unlof, - Betsy Durunan, junior,
Centestaiita.will compete in evening
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
gowns, swimsuit, and talent presenSally Ernison. freshman, and Elaine
Tickets for the pageant will -be $2.50
tatiens for the title and for scholar- for adults and $1.50
Hopkins, freshman, all of Louisville;
for students with
ships. Miss Murray. State will-- be • . identification cards.
Sheila Ellington, junior, and Lynn
They will go onawarded a $250 scholarship, while the sale in the Student
Riddle, freshman, both of Paducah;
Center on the
first runnecrup7.-erill- receive a $100 camp= on Friday,
Melinda .EuLx, Benton sophomore;
Aprt13. •
Debbie Thompson, Cadiz junior.; and
_Carolyn Mae Wathen and Julie Young,
both Henderson Sophomores.
,.
They were selected from among- 46
hopefuls in preliminary judging. The
winner will compete in the state,
inTaignment 1kTicheduled this afrestrooms just across Eggner's Perm
pageant from where Miss Kentucky
ternoon before Calloway County
Bridge early this morning when a man
will then advance to the Miss America
District Judge.Sid Easley for a 26-yearwith a knife approached them.
Pageant in Atlantic City, N.Y., next, old Marshall County man
charged with
The woman told authorities the man
fall.'
rape and kidnapping.
ordered her and her child into his car
and kept them until about 5 a.m. today
Last year's Miss Murray State
Kentucky Stiite Police detectives,
The woman said the man took the pair
University, Karen Gordon of Benton,
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
at various locations, first _Aurora in
was selected as Miss Kentucky.She will
and Calloway County Sheriff's
Marshall County, thI into Calloway
serve as mistress of ceremonies.
Department arrested the man, Dennis ,County.
Working with her will be Richard
W. Brown, Route 1, Benton, early today
Authorities arrested Brown earl,
Valentine, director of the Murray ' at his Marshall County home.
today, although the investigation is
Community Theatre, as master of
Authorities `charged Brown in concontinuing. The Route 1, Benton man is
ceremonies.
nection with the -abduction of a Lynn-- In
VACATION SHOWS - Tourist promotion Members with Kentucky's Western Waterlands place considerable
Calloway County Jail pending
Graves
(
County)
ville
woman and her
weight to vacation shows in attracting tourists to the area. KWW members had a "mini-vacation show" prior to the
Barbara Kemper, Murray junior and
arraignnitint today.
one-year-old child from a rest stop just
the reigning Mins Murray State, will
annual KWW-rneeting Monday night. Tourists flocked to the area, spending some $70-million in 1977, according to
inside Land Between The Lakes, U. S.
•-Brown is expetted to hear the
relinquish her crown when the panel of
a
KWW study made public during the meeting Monday. Pictured above are Frederick "Bud" Heerde of Benton, left,
E. abort 1:30 a.m. today, according
charges against hinband his rights this
three judges has named a winner.
and Bill Van Deraa of Calloway County.
81 a spokesman for Calloway County
afternoon. The judge will again set
Sheriffs Department.
bond and appoint an attorney for him it
Special entertainers will be Toni
Brown is currently in Calloway
he doesn't have one, according
Sparks, Greenville senior, fourth
to
Calloway Attorney Max- Parker.
rifterup as Miss Green River Valley in, Coenty jail in lieu of a $50,000 bond.
According
to the sheriffs department
Browa's case may go to Calloway
the 1976 Miss Kentucky Pageant, and
spokesman, the Lynnville warnan told
County Grand jury when it. formally
, 4...Bob Grisham, Robards senior and
authorities she sto-Pped to uSe the LBL convenes May 4. .
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Howe
Rep. Al Ullmart1)4re., chairman of argued that the pressure is. coming
Democratic Caucus today endorsed a _ the House Ways and Means Committee,- almost
entirely from persons in higher
cut in SocialSecurity taxes and voted to' - told the caucus today it would be "not
earnings brackets since the steepest
use income taxes and other general
only- a mistake, but a disastrous
increases on employees would be
revenues to help finance Social
mistake" to simply divert general
brought about by raising the wage base
Security.
. • • --,Ireasury funds to the Social Security
on which a Social Security tax is levied.
-The vote by .members of he party system.
that has nearly a 2-to-1
*ty in the . But, as the debate made it evident the
House was 150 to 57:
.• •
•• resolution -would carry, Ullman inThe non-binding resolution adopted
dicated he might not oppose taking
by the Democratic caucus does not some elements of the present system,
endorse any particular amount of probably Medicare hospitalization find
Pages
_ I 2Sections-20
general trea'sury Nixie:to -be used for r ths3bility..insurance, out of general
%OW Security, which now is financed
Social Security and financing these
Qasiifieds
5B;913,7B
by payroll taxes equally levied on from general treasury revenues.
.
canics
- 513
employers and emploYees.
The committee is scheduled to
Crossword
5B
The regolution neither Specified hew --consider Social Security legislation in
Dear
Abby
3A
much Social Security'taxes should be the next few weeks.
Deaths & Funerals -"
12A
cut nor whether the taxes should be cut
, Pressing for the resolution, • Rep.
Horoscope
3A
more or less than the tax increases James A. Burke. D-Mass., argued that.,,..
Inside
Report
4A
voted by Congress last year when the the burden of increased Social Security
I et's Stay Well
-3B
lawmakers adopted a .plan to holster
-Local Scene
IA,3A
taxes would make U.S. industry ev&I
the sagging finances of the system with
Opinion Page
•
4A
ttPridltes of $227 billion over 10 years, less competitive, in international
Sports
markets. lie said the average tax on a
8A,9A
beginning in 1979..
steel worker, matched by his employr,Th
caucus resolution favors."use of
yearamid
more
than in competing
Bener
rtat
with
postita
llvi revenue
a
atiraffepenee
metion
in vie
seesoity '`lesewi
4144,6,
gfunds--.
tn
$1-"
5( „N.
today-MITI-Highs
case of riiitornobile workers ranges, ellin the low to mid 7.Increasing
flowirolttaxes" and asksthe Democratic
around11.100.
Iristhen of the House Ways end Means
cloudinesis tonight with showers
cietnittee_wprepare. iegiidAlice_ for
"The whole issue in this country
and thundershowers likely. bows- •
today is jobs, jobs. jobs," Burke said.
this purpose'assoon as possible.
in the low to mid 506. Cloudy-with
BOAT-CAR WRECK — It isn't
that you see a boat-car wreck but Murray Polkelifeititied- one t6ar1‘
showers and thundershoWers
The House Budget Committee • Congress. has been under heavy
TUesday afternoon on Matn In downtown Murray. Police said the accident occured when a boat being towed hs
pressure Urtake some sit. the sting out of
Tuesday voted to make room in the
Thursday,ending late in the day.
Thomas A. WOOd,3VoutTl1fifh, Murray came loose and collided with a car owned by TRay Murray, Walker Trailer
payroll
•
tax increases it\upproved last
L
intatiee
V.
billion
$7.5
for,.
a
budget
Highs
in the low .7118.
traveling
Was
doem
Murray,
%AK+
CL,
Main, and a car bt4onging to Anita F. Duncan, Route 1, Murray, parked on
,
redUcteits in SoCial Security taxes December.
Maist,140 aint.wal'hurt hid* amide* and the car.., and boat sustained Minor damage.
However, oppenents of the resolution
during the rev beginning nee j
'r- •t-
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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
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'Point with crpod

• Wedriesda . April 5
Goshen United Methodist
Miss Tammie Jo Rudolph
urch Women will meet at will meet at Roue at U.
Holiday Inn with Dr. Virgil and other tnitellikis hi the"re daughter of Mr. and
Mrs
.. -seven p. m.
United
Campus
Brewer -of Murray State at the
Robert Rudolph • of Dexter
niversi y as spea er.
Route One, became the brick
&ray Open Duplicate
social hall of the First_lJnited ot
Phillip Peeler, son of Mrs
Bridge Club is scheduled Ao__
Garden,Departmsoit
the Methodist Church trom-saves%
meet at Gleason Flail at onep. -Murray Woman's Club will to ten a.m. The public is urged - Tommy Guthrie of Murray
and Charles Peeler of Dexter,
m.
meet at the club house at 1:30
Church wide potluck supper
•
will be held at six p. m. at the
Array Women of the
North • -Plealant - • Grove'Moose will meet at eiiht.p.m.
e;byterian at the lodge hall.
Cumberland
Church with session meeting
Calloway-Marshall County
and choir practice to follow.

seven p. m. at the home of the
MSU Women's Society •
bride's parents.
'brunch and fashion show for
The Rev. Steve Shepard,
members will be held at 930
minister of the Dexter-Hardin
am. 91 the-Eagle Gallery _of
United Methodist Church,
the Fine Arts Center, Murray
Pei:formed the double ring
State University. Members
•
note time. •
`
serer
'
)
Bride's Dress
'
•
- ,t.„,
.
" - — The bride was lovely in her
- 81/111111i,i'I'm ''' " • floor length
. wedding gown of
Showier for Donald and
light blue designed with a
Nancy LovettLovett who lost their •
neck line outlined in white
home and contentsby-fire will
lace,
long full sleeves adorned
be held at the Jaycee Center atwith lace down the center and
the Fairgroonds from .two to
on the cuffs, and a wide ruffle
f(Jusr
"
_
with a band of white lace -at
the hemline. She- wore a *lett,
Wranglers Riding Club
will.floppy hat and carried
ride at onep.m. at the iiding
bouquet of blue carnations
61
.*
- •
centered with a white orchid:
Misa Renee Overby was the
Mi. and Mrs. floyd Elkins bri4
-attendant. s4e

. • ••

To paint shakes, shingles, siding, gables, fences,
concrete block, and other exterior.features this summer, the National_ Paint and Coatings Assn. recommends:using- a pad applicator. Pad applicators are. .
easy to use and very economical; they are both
reversable and replaceable. Alsothey„can be bought._
in a variety of Widths.

po-. with

the breeze

.
When spray painting outside the National Paint
_
• and Coatings Assn: adveses -you to'paint with the
breeze. Spraying in the same direetigo the windis
blowing will ensure that - you paint the object. you. ..
wish to paint; not yourself.

Church Mission Groupi will p.m. at the First Presbyterian
-Church, 16th and. Main
meet at 7:30 p„m.
Streets,
For the 5th Consecutive year the Academy
Flint itaptist Church
Award 'Best Picture' is on. the screen in
Annual, spring concert by
mission groups will-meet at
Murray at Academy Award timeI0•0 the Murray State- Symphony;
evenp.m.
Orchestra, directed by Prof.
Neale Mason. will be at 8:15
ThursilaytAprlit
p.m in Lovett Auditorium. No
_
Shower for Mr. and Mrs. charge 'and public, is inYtted•
Butch Reecf-who lost their
r'•
-.
Friday, Aorll 7
home and contents by fire will, •
sGokleo. Age Mb-WRY Meet
be held at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray, at twelve noon at tile soCial
at SeWen p. hall-ei-Firk-Untted-.Methodist
----NORE-12411 Fir
Church witt special Suction of honored with an open house in
_ .
in- _
White elephant gifts to beheld. celebration of their 50th, dress andearried a bouquet of
etching flowers.
Wedding anniversary from ,r"
•
New Concord and Hamlin
The groom wore a light blue
by
-BarRecitalCharlotte
,
two tofour p.m.-at their home.
Senior- Citizens will meet- at
Suit and had aBest-maitivr
white carnation
tbt mine of
Rrviint.s nett, Eminence, trumpet, will rAl
inlitreff
elatives and friends are .4)0igenftieje.
sin
ieoetilmf.
-atthertrrelf-for a potluck lunche6n at -brat
Peeler was Roger Hopkins
Recital Hall, Price Dorlegiase
•$--twitie noon. For information
who wore a blue sport suit
_
Mually____State
- -Arts- Center.:
--el/L*4364.
with a _ white carnation
Rniversity._
,
„
GIRL SCOUTS
-hnnirinniere- - ---IG-Alpha Delta Chapter at
—REEPST_ ROWING
For her daughter's wedding
Shopping
for
senior
citizens
at
meet
NEW YORK(AP t 7- From 18
-Seta Sigma Phi will
on van will be at 9:30 a.m. and members, the Girl Seouts of the Mrs. Rudolph wore a navy
- the Ellis Center at 730 p. m.
Jr. and.Mrs
one p.m. Call 753-0929 by nine a
to dress. The groom's mother,
1401•0ear
00,sop ilS6
bers
-gr
hiow
D.S
rne
.Am
. hasMrs. Guthr_ le, was attired in a
SAL%for Morning shopping
theft.- _nta--16711*-Tetzipiaby 11:30 a.m. for af- chiding 2,583,000 girls and 557,- rose cOlorid dress.
Reception
cominunity.
•
000 adult volunteers.
caxIdles in crystaLholders. The
,
Following the
ddin
Tbeorganization_was founded
Grandparents of the bride'
by Juliette Gordon Low on ceremony the reception was two tiered wedding 'cake was are _
Saturday,
April
8
Mr:- arid Mrs. Thelmet10:05 a. m. lesson on making
Saltannith, - held ar the home of the -decorated with blue with two
,gaptain .Wehdell Oury
crazy quilt pillow tops at 10.30
1978, oorn's mother, Mrs. Tommy cherubs holding the top layer Rudplph of Murray. The
mid-February
By
Ga.
Chapter of the Daughters Of
sack.iunch .or
•mors than_Atli-mall=-gis • -43uthpirsuct.mr.,-.Guttn.te: ---repped-witha miniature bride,- _grosniss the grandson 9f 4r,
The
Ainencen Rev6iu1ion yin" womer and men had been list- and Mrs Keine Peeler Of'
congregate meal site at twelve
The .bride's table was ....and groom statuette.
noon; and table games at one honor the high school good ed as members since that time. overlaid .with a green cloth - .The couple left for a short Almo and 011ie -Itallof
p.m. Call 753-0929 by 11:15 a. citizens' award winners at the
and now reside at
and centered with -a floral wedding tri.pinnw
luncheon at the Murray
m.
, for transportation to meal Woman's Club House at
.!_111111111o"wolons•
,
twelve noon.
AGQ(AP)- In a move , CHICP(
to entourage women over the
.. age of 30 to become lawyers,
.
„
the- Exxon Education Founda- 4441ile
:
tion has awarded grants to two
By
law schools, the University of
i
Maser-all 753-3314
Chicago and the University of
' C.aliFornia et Berk-gay. N
-- The foundation is seeking to
.create opportunities for the old- -;'SPRING HAS SPRUNG,
This spring when shrubs ,mis.ling. Nothing was Agenel-,_
.. er woman who has worked.in
., WE HOPE s
a long
... •
Now I am wondering who
the legal field in such non-law- Easter morning at six , The bay diseard their winter .found it and where it was
ta
yer pos
o c. lock approximately•i_L/0_5_1rab,
found. But .1 have the ii1113 TONITc
•
clerks, court administrators persons gathered in Roy
'Near them, standing tall, satisfaction Of kriowing there
. And there goes the League.
researchers.
and legal
„Stewart stadium to observe
Was the branch, fully are honest people.
grix.
•
the sun rise.
- tree. her branches=
1.ester.hlaany is retiring. My
,
o:!,8115
...Itead
'Mire
Gracefully swaying is
first feature story for the
hardthert Wa:s snow. -It
In yellowing green.
Ledger and Times when I
but it-Was pretty-and everyone
She is a standout in the
became managerand editor in
was clothed in comfortable
Swamp of neighboring 1946 was about Lester. He
togs. The inconvenience of the willows.
•
gave a meaningful perweather reminded us of the
'
formance in the battles of
agony that Christ suffered •on
Wayne Has, see by the World-War II and paid a price
the cross Friday years ago, paper, hopes to begin cam- for it. I could imagine he has
and the chill we experienced paigning for a seat in the not been without pain since his
was nothing-compared to 'the House, representing Ohio. - discharge.1 have never heard
016Chestriut
occasion in Jerusalem.
Han resigned from Congress an unkind word spokep..-about
K IRK DOUGLAS
The
ecumenical because of the. Elizabeth Ray him for his service -as postCARRIE SNOOGRESS
LJ
representation
was in- scandal. How will this scandal- master or as a citizen. Happy,
spirational. Four local affect his popularity at the retirement, Lester and wife
congregations were polls. He resigned from and partner, Myra.
represented and took part in Congress because of it.
WOOD(Al 1 EN
the program. A -warmfellowship followed the event
Mrs- Louis Donelson, post 753-8175, is a new organization
in the meeting place undeflhe office employee, called me not established by the Christian
stadium-hot coffee and donuts long ago to tell me she had Builders' class of the First
were plentiful. The sunrise found my identification card Christian Church to help
All Seats 83.00
Under 17 Must Have
service was sponsored by the holder when she removed the people. There is a 24-hour a
No Bargain Nite Written Permission
Christian Builders' class -of --Mail from the box in front of day service. Regardless of the
the First Christian' Church. the post office. I went for the need, physical or spiritual, 841 N:Central Ctr SATURDAY
The following participated' folder, expecting-to rind credit there is someone to respond
-in the program: The Rev.- cards, and other valuables initnediately.
-•
Ri
Robert E. F'arless, First
---- United Methodist; - the Rev.
uitaar NOW OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUL_
Jerrell White, Memorial
Baptist•,_
the
Rev.
Robert
1.
121 South
theft, Immanuel iran; the Rev. Buzz Ch
Rabatin, First Presbyterian;
•
-•
Kathy -Burchfield
The :Calloway-Marshall presented, a spokesman said.
and
Margaret
Porter.. The County • Chapter of the
Whatever your prescribed
program was directed by American
Diabetes ' diet, you are invited to bring
_Major Darrel Mcferron of the .,,4541te_111t9,11- U1._171e11.11m__:
110TC of '.!ilneray State Thursday, April 6, at seven .
University. •
p.m. at the First Presbyterian
In Florida there are drive-la Church, 16th and Main
erars
ay
church programs on Sunday
"in Diet Ex:refetsw,
People do not have to get out . St"
of their cars, and go dressed change" will be the subject of
program
informally. Stewart Stadium the evening's
would be a convenient place presented by Anne Flood,
for such activity. Using the registered
dietitian
at
loud speaker, the program' Murray/Calloway County
Spr/
could be heard by attendance Hospital, Jan Hough, dietitian
in the cars parked.
Serving the Benton, Princeton
and Cadiz Hospitals, and Joan
THE WEEPING WILLOW.—reitkins.-dietetic trainee.
Mrs. Flood,Mrs. Hough and
NEARHAPPY HARBOR
Since our cabin, Happy Mrs. Jenkins will have many
Harbor, is gone- destroyed bs, :Ideas on how to use the'cfire-January -7; and the trees 'donee lists more effectively.
are beginning to steno their Interesting new ideas, as well
spring wardrobes, -1 am .as helpful rentinders of the
fenuntlecl alottin&l[nada
-f
,Wenterit,
.
It followe4.4„.s
vtari'
, tree planting by the Gift '31/Abts who were eneamped
there -far•ereek.
The weeping willow switch
Planted in a '`cove on Ken
Welty
.
Was forgotten. S'ear4 '
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The National Association
Retired Federal' Eraployel
held a luncheon. meeting qn
yrkday, March 24, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with the president. Robert-A:
Douglas, presiding.
A special 'musical program
was presented by Tim
Hawkins, vocalist, and Julie
Heil, piamst, students of the
Music Department of Murray
Aate University.
..., Kenneth Grogan gave the
Invocation followed by a
stabrilent orSilent prayer for
re of the chapter members,
Wrack Thdmas Tarry, who
died recently. Reports were given by

Charles Q.. Bondurfsnt,'
membership and attendance;
Oliver C. McLemore, sunShine; LOwell Palmer,• senior
citizens representative.;
- Eugene Tarry,- program- and
„activities; Van Vanlentine,
secretary.
The next meeting will be
_held Friday,fApril 28, at 9:30
a.m. at -the Woodman. -_
laiirdlifie- .

By F J L Bla.singaine. M D
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0: Mr. T. P. writes that higher if these growths or out. If cancer is fount:11;Jan repeating: A breast tumor
*has a nephew in hi§ 40s discharges were seen ear-- operation is the initial ór' discharge an a male
•
- who has been diagnoSed as lier and more promptly treatment and should be tequires immediate atten-:
.hivieg, cancir of . the - treated.
done, by a Physician who tion by a physician.
._ . . .._ . ... . _ .
breast. fie has had extenIn treatment, the growth' regularly clae§ breast sur- ' sive sergery, and X-ray or is removed ( biopsied and gery. Later,--X-ixor the,chemicals may-tie used on exanakied under a miertY- mother a py
be
-c
him later.
scope. Such a microscopic' required,,depending on the
.
Mr. T. P. is aware of the examination is the only findings. in a particular
•
The ancients believed rubies
- DEAR ABBY: How do you tell a husband t.O- SHUT UP? frequency and danger of way to diagnose with cer- ,'case.
this
were antidotes to poison.
disease
This
in
'
,
caution
women
,
-tainty
a
rule
it
but
cancer,
or
to
everything
he..has
heard
After 40 years of Marriage, I have
he
has
by
never heard of a
to say.at hetet-15,000 times:I knoa7 all his war stories
_heart,also his `'raised-on-a,farm" routine, and his cures for, case in a man. In fact, he
all the ills of the world. I have had it up to here with his expresses sitepticism.that
it ocrurs in men. IT -it does
'Mid, - - long-winded nianokiiguee -on politics, _religion
. business-you name it, he's an authority on .the subject. he wants to know how
. -oheoluie-elenee-when-lie:s---watehing-a bAll 'serious is -eaheee of the
He deinatstie
the set breast in males. .
On the average, there are five ..-Itame on televiSion,.biu he thinks nothing ef turning
watittle- A: Cancer of the breast is
he
watching
if
off
in
something
l'in
the
middle
of
right-handers for every left-'
'_predominantly a disease-of
say 'something.hander.
We haVe lost most of our friends because of 'his women, totaling about
' know-it-all attftude. Who wants to be arpuntt someentic Who ' Ku cases
bout
time'and nevendistens? I've listened to--him for_ 'alai liviOye.
talks all the„
sa
ttaninesees-:
40 years and IM Sick of_ it..
;.min
"
oltnihoeen_th
-4:
Uearnditeldoef
eng
s
I've read yotr
i column -tor-years. So has my husband. He
c
ases
,
_
a.
laves youriumor. Maybe with. hutner you can oiler
i about 33,700) will
solution it", my problem: Thanks_ for trying. And please die of the disease. doesn't
,
husband
house.'
MY
the
any
to
send
don't
letters.
- While- only about 700
believe in privacy-except for himself:
.. ;4,
D
IT cases of breast cancer oc__.
"`"" .
cur aneually.iii..rnee in the
-d -SLatea,ParipAit..,....holf....
"
1-1-n
ittatorm•tv
more
thair
take
49111
orArt tutheyet,
Obviously
-At problem that's been-building for 40 years.
7Trheth
ree
fomre,I ,M
when wli
the
r di
dit:
to ---.--9
. improve an ailing marriage both parties must be willing. ta:
try. Professional counseling might help. if pair husband ease occurs in men,-it- is
';refuses to cooperate, you can either split,. or "bear-the ills- _ _even more of a serious
,
you have, rather than fty to others that you know not et' _Threat to life than in worn.
-ell
...
• DEAR ABBY: Just a note te protein._ your approval of .,_._ - Fortunately, becatiee the
giving -gifts in someone else's name: If someone were tee male breast- is- small, a
_
give Reverend Moon-(remember theteleonie-anIiinfl, 4)3440f-r-er be-merezreatt===..as A-R.
-el:Ma-WE- iiiiiirniune, I'd likely go over and blow up . ily detected. If it has al_
teat,etterfdtictbeyoridlhe
-'
his- lion-se. - 'U"- •
I imagine you -have a pile of- letters on your desk
breast, even when the neW
-iT any of them agree with me
concerning this Subject, so
growth is small, early at-,
(and most should), I'd appreciate it if you would publish,.teation and prompt treat-them. .ineat are in order Wiry to
saVe the victim's
.
A lump or a bloody dia. DEAR A.P.E. Some readers agree with you,,but you're chri'a from the nipple of a
house
of
up
the
to
blow
threatened
the only one who
male east should be reanyone who gave an uninithoriaed gift in your name.
-po
promptly -to an
1M-JkOf TQllfzige. • Perienett physicianrr- 7Ksomnattatelte 1311
linfortunetely, riipst per
_ .the w,iie of •e man Who tells 'etew_orkeralthat he_otaquil_his
sons- are unaware that
own home, when -in fact he is only renting it,
- Ownership of property is a matter of public record. All breast cancer can occur in
.one needsto know is the.addr.ess of the property and it can a male. Many men may not
be looked up in the county assessor's beek. Other pertinent consider the possibility
information, such as when-the peoperty.was parchased, that they have developed a
how much was paid for At, the owner's matling-address,'-abd . disease that can later be
tife-threatenafg'in spite of—
hew much it is taxed is also available:
If the man who-falsely claims to own his own home has a , the best available treats-job that calls for in-depth investigation of his character and
mem Other men may be
assets, he is in' deep trouble. Fdr-nbvious reasons, lying shy or awkward about a
about such a matter implies a lack of integrity.
breast lump and be relucSo please tell hie wife to stop biting her tontme so she Tani to reptirt it to a physican open her mouth and tell_ her husband what he's toying,
.^ .
Yiticrogress has been
REAL ESTATE-SECRETARY made m reporting breast
problems early in women.
—DEAR SECRETARY: Thanks for the: helpful inform.- No doubt the cure: rate
tion,
Downtown Murray
among men could' 'be
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. In reviewing a publicity release from
Arts Managemeat, a national news
service for thosilawho finance, manage
ighd communicate the arts in the United
States, we :noticed that the U. S. Conference of •-filayors had passed a
desolation On the Quality of IXe in Our
tines which incorporated the following

V

Lif- e

Railroad Depot by Judge Robert 0.
Miller. Ihts- facility will be utilized _by
the community theatre group as a
permanent headquarters.
The physical appearance of the city
will . soon be enhanced by the anaalementation of a clean-up campaign spear-headed by Janice Austin,a CETA
employee et •Jiidge Robert 0. Miller.
She is coordinating the efforts of
several groups to clean up-the city and
county of the litter accumulated during
the Winter--rnonths. Now if we can just
convince the county government to
provide a place foi county residents'to
place their trash perhaps Offcounty
can remain free of the litter that accumuLates down every back road and
road ditch
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jpiirpose is to answer
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questises and save prefilter —Inst. If
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Mator,City vf Murray

I. l'hat city governments recognize
the arts as an essential service, equal in
importance to other essential 'services
and help make the arts available to all
theireitizens.
2.- That the physical appearance of
the city, its beauty and its amenities, be
a resource to be nurtured and that any
attempt to _destroy that.beauty be
• •
_challenged. - .
pilblte 3. That - every - city. have
agency specifically-concerned with the
The Chic Musk Asiociation, which is
arts. ••
a )oint effort by both, community and
4. That a percentage of the total cost ,Murray State, contributes immensely
MurryMurryand
everytit
r
ipal construction budget to the afts_pfmmun
;i
be-set • de
We
-iiii1leie-cir-enth-77-a7W4County. There are, of course,
mission of Works of art-- many -other- plays and concerts
5. That working together in a true
tolhe public at Murray State.
Comrptinity spirit, %
y to_veztunent, Tneseareoefore4independently of the
the arts cornrnunit-,y and ,the public .at community,, by and large, but still
*4144-- ailow-aeeeepresent-ar-positive contrite-bon in
"That no American shall be tern*.the cultural enhancement of
deprived of the oPPariaelta' to 'ex- yourcity.
•
Orritriee the boolAY in life bY barneti-dr— The cultural life of _a community is
cktumstante,ineem_°
°-ckarund'-ene--of- the --Item -looked -at by
:remoteness, or race."(Final 'quote is- -Prospective indeerries when
they are
from Cult's-ilk Company:
Critical
,- searching for a plant site. Increasingly,
Stsuly_al_aa 101Probable AP:°°'
• the quality of life in a community is of
Alvin R Reiss, Twayne Publishers, vast importance to
people when they
:screen a
Inc., New. York,' N. Y.
--- • community with the possible_
The city government of Murray has. intent of
moving there.Xurray offers,
-ottomPted to inc°tP°10--tt the. arts ""° :in general, a great deal more in a lot of
rmaisimmunes of
.pectstodosio
given
possible,
lifess.much
as
oar city
our limited btidget. 'Theatre Art& WilIFINIK -1112e.iiiii
e all need-to do a to
soon be located in the new City-County.-make sure we keep
it that way.
Park with the movement of the -old

•
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you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 Emit Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, obi° 45381. l'aeu w111—
receive a prompt reply, but you mast Include a stamped, self-adAireased
envelope. The most metal replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: This spring I was
planning to have an addition put on my
house. I have heard that there are
• -many -bad apples" in this business.
Can you give me any advice on locating
a reputable person to do the work? K.T.
A: The home repair business_ is lam
any other. A few "bad apples" have
given the' whole industry a bad name.
• For the most part, Contractors are
craftsmen who take pride in their work.
• _However, due to the "bad apples," we
must be cautious when -having work
Before contracting for home tin.
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wiirritg
ess
theterfoB
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Prevemen
• -Call yto
to check out this reputation_
Cheakaasiatrattre home irn.provement loan manager of your bank ...al_
,
on his financial Stability.
get- at lead.
..
- If it is a major .job,
contractor who izt a
ireebids.
Lot* for

member of a professional trade
-organization like the National Home
Improvement Council or the National
---•--Remodeter's Association.
- Be leery of companies that insist
that you pv 40 -per cent or more in
advance. Thai or 18-per itent.aribuicl be
• plenty.
in the- Put a -hold-bade;"clause
cOntract. A .hold-back clause is a
Admittedly many Western politialuis
stfputkin that you don't have to pay
WASHINGTON-Present
Carter's refuse to
accept even the remote
thinking flies in the face of the con- the last 10 or 20 per cent'until 30 days al
unseemly effort to escape political -possibility of Soviet leaders even • ventional military imbalance in Central after completion of the jobalt gives yOu
blame for arming -NATO with
authorizing an attack. But such wishful
Europe; Gen. Alexander Haig, NATO some leverage if aomething. was done
neutron "bomb" has generated popular _ _ commander, on -March 21, improperly.
supreme
•
resistance to a vital military moderdescribed as"grievous" the superiority
sure
Make
your Ciintractoi has
•
nizationprogram,hMickng a debate ot—
.-3f WarsavrPact-tank forces-alo-ne.
propetty ctamage liability inNirrance
ennormous ignorance" within the
-Existing nuclear warheads on the 60- and workmen's compensation.
aa
alliance-that is " kept alive by -Soviet: mile Lance missile, if delivered againat
- If you are contracting for a major
.
•
ProPagands.
•
-a CommtuasLtank attack, would spread .job(over $1,000), have a lawyer-check
...
• presidentcatter may soon announce
"community servine.die has been
terrible destruction and death to the contraCt.
.
civilians'through blast effect altd.iire•
Here are some wayaibut-theenicas
the start of production of the neutron,.a
called for April9and all-comity and city
In contrast, the neutron warhead_ is will give themselves
nuclear warhead 'for short-range
organizations and interested indesigned--to kill tank crews through
1-:-The-u-retch
t-Over Material'Pi tactical missiles which kills with _ dividuals are asked to join together to
radiation, thereby menacing the heart A man in werk clothing will an-p:
i Oath-enhanced radiation rather than fire and
assist areas Of Calloway County which
of Soviet military strategy in Central you and say that he just finished a job
blast. Nevertheless, tAe agonizing,: were damaged by the tornadoes early
Europe:- the massed tank attack. In down the street and has just enotigh .. problesni,:thousands will riot respon4 ' indecision that has marked the ad- -yesterday morning. Principal areas hit
Dear Editor:
popular
-debate, it has been tran- material leftover to do the same job for
function
ministration's
were
and
te.)
Alma
suffer
continue
neutron
will
handling
Dexter, and New Concord. of the
The Phil Donahue Show recently and
sraogrified into a weapon that kills you. No reputable contractor will overis a signal example of superpower
moore
Deathseepiorted include Mks: Grace
devoted- an entire- national television - at only a minimal of their capabilities.
-people but spares property - distorted order sp much on - job that there Is ;
leadershi succumb'
Recovery, Inc.. is-a method of selfto nedastrian
show to Recovery,- Inc. Undoubtedly
ii.titpr;.". mine& _staff phowvapher„tut effeCtiee political pcapaganda_ _
atainghlaft over for a-wholemoond Job.
_ politics
--thalami:la-of-people Vitio-could benefit . belp'developccalay the late Ahratism A
. The-Out of State License Plate Ed Collieleeeti Mitzi, pet dog of Doug : By truly inhibiting the Soviets, the
Low, M. . D., to prevent relapses in --;- - This retreat from reality is costly,
from ith method saw this programjereoltawillaely one step ahead oi -1-warhead could asks nucieer
._ ,and Shit).gy laaeid watinitin_ the,rubbie ____ neutron
q..
v .," at tbe_ii,tirli winch. laracamer mentet patients and chronicity a_considering the .everwheiritne _ con„,
"arttron
the
centinent
les
--te.
to
sensus.
likei3i.
state.
state
Slitce
.of
yesterday
from
military
ii
fiSelen:
•
of
w
ring
law
their
and
everts
by
di
''Z''iservoiss
demolished
home
mentar
or
digeoulei
_um/wed Ida'
morning waiting for his masters to ---- deters the Massed tank attack, Western Make sure that any contractor who'
Recovery,'Inc., is a self-help - *knowledgeable officials in t'State.and
:
•
nuclear response become leas lately. wants to work for you has a permanent 1,
Defense Departments: the neutron
organization, operated, managed,
return, but both died of injuries StiOnS
Why, then, 41d President Carter not residence in your area.
bomb would vastly reduce the threat to
controlled
patients
by
and.
supported,
sustained in the tornado.
--4,
.
• ' ' o
order
w
Western Europe of blitzbrieg-style tank
of productionproductionproductionn
Buford Hurt wW be featured ser
and former patients trained in the
3. The Quick Estimate - Legitimate
peak
De
d-. s
Congress approved
ani
attack by the Warsaw Pact on the North
at the Hazel Alumni Banquet to be held .
Recovery method.
for the contractors will give you a detailed
neutron bomb? The reaoosi;lie buckled written estimate of the cost of labor and
Atlantic Treaty Organization ( NATO). __..: 0c
Aperord
il lth_13
3 attoth;rel:
Recovery group meetings are inil_idny
cird.,
I4xisiden
nn, Murrtay
oi : .,
to pressure, _
-material. The man who gives you -a
formal but follow a definite structure
ar Editor:
Fearing a pgaitiaril reaction, the quick estimate after a few moments of
- ---11-ie lama associatiM. ••• -Lam writing- in answer to the later - developed by -"De.'-tovr. Recovery
President overruled military and some thought -iti.tasilally out to make a fast
-Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Sander ann:t.m.ci
put:dished Minch 29 in which the:writer meetings are open W-the public and
civilian advisers (including the State buck. a
• the engagement and approaching
was concerned with people poisoning there is no charge for attendance.
.1
. 0
I (149Y
Department's bureau of political4. The High,Pressirre7factic - The
marl-Paige of their daughter, Ann Kay:'
- For those who want : to help thena
....MPaffairs). Instead, he quietly contractor will tell yoU that he has to
to Fred Rawls Barber, son of 'Mrs. '
- If people love their dogs so much why selves, the Recovery .) method offerk
invited West German and other NATO know immediately. whether you want
Owen Berber and the late Mr. Barber.
don't they keep them at home on a leash encouragement, strength, and a chance
-allies to take the first step and formally him to do the job or not. A good cone
*-IWIliSOrj
of in the house. I'm sure that would to work with others who share the
- ask for the neutron. From that age tractor will give you all the time you
cause a lot of good will to many people. common goal of sustained mental
A a).„
perch, the President would then give want to make a decision.
...
I have 'a grandaughter lying in the health
The Murray Training School Chapter
his approval.
- 5. Lack of References - If the conRegaining' health after a nervous or
hospital now in Michigan where her
of, the Future Farmers of America got
That forced on West German tractor cannot give you the names of at
By The Associated Press
own labrador retreiver toured on her. mental breakdown is most often the
top honors on April 3 at the Purchase
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt a decision least two satisfied customers, be very
Today is Wednesday, April 5, the 95th
She has multiple lacerations of the province of the professional. MainFFA Day by winning eight district
more painful than the one Mr. Carter leery.
day of 1978. There are 270 days left in
arms and the rest of her body. Thank taming good mental health after imcontests- under the leadership of Larry
sidestepped. Although Schmidt could
HEARTL1NE: I have worked under
provement nearly always- requires the
the year.
God she saved her face Smith, president, and Leroy Eldridge,
easily get his parliament to approve the Civil Service fat8 years. am quitting
Today's highlight in history:
.., Also my husband just came out of the former patient to help himself. Dr.
advisor. • •'
neutron, he -would endanger his own to go into business for myself. Can I get
hospital when he went for a walk and Low's method offers a systematic way
On this date in 1792, President George
The ••34urray , Planning and Zoning
power because of opposition within his a refund of the money I haveloaia into
Washington used his veto for the first
three German shepherds jumped him of doing this. a.. ,,
Commission met April 3 with state
Social Democratia party in the absence the retirement system? K.D.
If you -are-iirat- seeking some
tiniejefusing to sign a bill dealing with
just a block from our home. He was
officials. Murray commission members
of a -strong U. S. lead.
A. You can receive a refund of your
miraculous way Irgoad mental health
apportionment of representation.
lucky ,•• be had a _walking cane.
are Hiram Tucker, Verne Kyle, Ed
As the Carter administration con- money paid into the Civil Service
On this date:
„
We have a 'neighbor that has a dog and are ready to make a business of it,
Settle, Frank Lancaster, Audrey
tinued to procrastinate and seek some Retirement Fund by filling out Stan...In. 1621, the Mayflower sailed from
that seems part wild. You can riot put and if you think you could help yourself
Simmons,
Charlie Grogan, and Holmes
easy way out, other socialist- govern- dard Form 2802.
Plymouth, Mass.,on its first return trap
your hands on him or get close to him. I if you only knew how to go about it,
Ellis.
rnents in Western Erope ( particularly
It be eligible-for a refund you-must
to England.
don't think he's every had tables shots then, Welcome to Recovery, Inc-- it
Marine First Lt. Raymond C. Lafser
the Dutch) wavered under political meet the two following requh-ements:
In 1&7, the English surgeon who
or anything. He destroys my shrubs and offers a systematic way to help youris attending a twelve weeks' supply
pressure. "The controversy suddenly ( 1) your separation from service occurs
.
•
founded modern antiseptic surgery, Sir
I ask, how would you feel about that? se•
at Camp Lejeune, N. C.
court*
started to build and a. debate of enqr- and the application for a refund is filed
Recovery,inc., meetings are held in
Joseph Lister, was born in London.
I have never poisoned or killed a dog
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Jories anmous ignorance broke out all over With the Civil Service Commission at
In 1869, the last surviving soldier of
but I'm tempted if these dog loiers Murray each Monday at 7:00 p.m. at
the approaching marriage of
nounce
Europe," one Western European least 31 days before the beginning date
the Calloway County Health Center at
the Revolutionary War, Daniel
dont keep their pets home
their daughter, Sally Nell, to Albert B.
diplomat told us.
of an annuity for which you may be
' North Seventh and Give Streets,
Bakernan, died ii'( Freedom, N.Y., at
crass, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Enter Moscow. Sensing disorder in _ eligible, and (2) you are not employed
Murray.'
Sincerely, -- _ .. a
the purported age-of 109.
Crass.
NATO, the Soveiet Union unleashed a in a position subject to CS. Retirement
guple Ware.
. -7-Mrs. Edward J. ilbspird
In 1951, Julius and Ethel Roseeberg
Births reported include a boy, Jackie
typical' campaign against the law and you will not be so employed
Moi-ray,
of
New
,
Ky.
York
New Concert.1E1:*.!"' _
City
were
sentenced
to
,
Scott, to Ma and Mrs. Herbert J.
"inhuman" neutron bomb. bemon- within 31 days from the date of
deata as atomic spies for the Sosiet
Newberry on March 28.
strations in Western Europe were seperationfror your previous position,
Union.
a
'
promoted amid &wrist demands that
In. 1955, British Prime Minister
Ago
the U. S. renouriceahe weapon.
Winston Churchill, who was 81 years
The passion of the Soviet campaign omeammelm
Dear Editor
exorbitant eadh year. Since the number old, submitted his resignation to Queen
Fire destroyed the city hail building'
Ana it shall come to ass when '
derived not only from the attempt to
Several weeks ago, the Murray of physicians has been purposely held ElizatAth H. '
Furyear,
Tn.,
yesterday.
Wilbur
at
your children shall say unto, What - •••
exploit
dissension
Within
NATO,
but
In 1976, millionaire Howard Hughes.,
Ledger & Times carried an Associated down by the doctors themselves),
Mohundro, age 28, died in the fire.
mean ye by this service? That ye shall
the desire to safeguard Soviet strategy.
Press story reporting a new study by there is nothing we can do - they.sun died at the age of 70 while being flown in . Passenger fares will not be Increased
say, It is the sacrifice of the Lord's
If confronted by neutron warheads, the
the"Mundi on Wage and Price charge whatever the traffic will bear. a chartered plane from Aaspuico, • by the Murray Transit Company, acpassover." Exodus 12:26-27
Kremlin 'would have to devise a 'new
How welli do you Undeistand the
Stability. That study reveals that the As the income figures reveal, this is not Mexico to a hospital in Houston?
-cording to Johr L. Ghiboudy, manager
battle plan for its still growix force of
fundamental f your faith? Are
Ten years ago: A 76-day Communist
fees of Allierieen physicians had just a case of a few "bad" doctors
He. saidpresent fares will be kept in
_20,000 teas in Central fau-epe to carry
able to transmit' Bible truth to your escalated more rapidly in recent years getting rich at our expense - it is the siege of an American Marine base at
trial period
for a
after conferring
effect
with the
Murray
city
Council
am
of.
•
out any attack against the West.
t holdreni
,
Man the national inflation ra ie In 1975, majority of physicians who are Khe Sanh in South Vietnam was lifted
i
The peculiar military' value of the
by a relief column.
It said, the median income far medical charging toe much. _
ficials of the Murray Chamber of_.- neutron warhead
Milrray Ledger 8t limes
la that it has no obFive years ago: Ain advance party of
doctors was 163.000 per year. That
(arnmerce.
To the'idea that there should be a day
yams offereave role to play, oil a
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JACKSON, Minn. ( AP —
One of the Major attactions in
this small southwestern_
-,Minnesota town — the
municipal women's toilet and
lounge — has been saved.
An informal survey that
showed about 300 women had
used the- restroom during the
past Mx weeks persuaded the
six-member city -council to
keep -the fircility open. The
vote Tuesday night was
unanimous.
--- -"They want it-open, 90 WS
igen," "l'iTaytie Arvin SChtiltz
said of the tittle cubbyhole
next to the movie theater on
Jackson's mein street.
City fathers had 'voted` in
January to close the toilet and
lame-area;• hoping to save
about $4,500 a year in
operating costs for the town of
3,550 residents.
But the people did not like it.
The mayor got phone calls, the
local newspaper editor got
letters and 344 people
men
and women .— sleed
petition to keep the restroom
open."'
•
Older women said they meet
in the, lounge area of. the
restroom every day-_
and crochet. Some said they
like to stop there fbr a rest
----whileAlse_y are downtown. And
--game women -said it was a
:good place to wait while they
- have their cars servicerL
A woman from Sioux City_
Iowa, -ivho visits Jackson
frequently wrote that the
restroom is "one of the nicest
things the town has to offer."
When the furor grew, the
council decided to have
women who visited-Ilse
restroom sign a guest list to

determine whether there Was - trOptalte..But.they only wentgo for men.
enough business to justify fax.
"That was done.birgely Iii
.keeping the facility open.
' Schultz said_thr coung:ti did Jçgt Schultz sell "and we
Faced with results of -the not plan to take up a second deal...plan to do anything
survey, council members petition that was circulated .about it unless someone brings
agreed they had rode a demar_Aing a similar 'facility it up altain."
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BROADCAST SPREADER •
just

Covers 5 times faster than conventional drop spreaders. Micro-Dial controls breaikmst rate Feathered
Wog almeastas streaks. Sturdy construction. 08/33-1

•411/11' ROUGHNECK
31:011.Trash Container,

CONCERT SCHEDULED- — The Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
together with the Music Department of Murray State University will present the John
Biggs Consort in concert with the Murray State University Chamber Singers. This concert will be held on Sunday, April 9, 1978, at 8:15 p.m., in Recital Hall A — Old Fine Arts
Building. Admission to the concert is free. One aspect of.the consort's programming
that sets it apart from other groups devoted to early music is the scope of musica,l
periods they present In one program they can easily go through seven centuries of
music all the way from a Medieval dance, to a contemporary piece for voices and
electronic sounds. The variety is breathtaking indeed They bring the music of all
periods to le for the 20th century audience.
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Double Film-dam Belted RadialsAt
Amazingly LOW brryday Prices ,

•Polyglas or •Prolygles 11":11aids

•B-R71113 whitewall plus $1.95
F.E:T. and old tire

IGOR
PRICE
DR7S-14'?
ER7S-II"
FR7S-14••
GR71-14
.
FR711-15••
GR711-1S••
MR7114S•
LS711-1S..

'Peinglas'er 'Pelyslat
'4sGos

saving cloip based on radial

con
stroetfon compared with bios or bias
belted tires•Polyester Cord Body•True
Radial Handling
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14300
$48.11
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$14.28
MSS
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$2 25
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DOAN° tO))0 °NADI OIL
• Complete chisels lubrication and
oil change • Helps protect parts ensures smooth, quiet performance •
includes light trucks • Please phone -kyr appOintment
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HANDLING. AND CONTROL
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• Bible Will Be
--Sold At-Audios

-sp,

NEW YORK(AP)-7- Ffirthe
first - tithe in 50 yeare,t
complete Copy of the 500-year' old Gistenberg Bible _wilk be
comple
y. - copies
Frida
d li
.
aucti
oneoned
te
known, the book was offered
for "sale by the 'General
Theological Seminary of New
yera City, which wank( to
begin an eridoWment fund for
its library. The seminary
received the Bible as a gift
from its former dean,thelrery
Rev. Eugene Auguatiwitst.
in-1198 AO)* after he
had bought it for Als,0011.. .

•Bel-Air Shopping CentE.
•Limit Rights Reserved

• Vegas
Lose.On
Awards PicksLAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Some Las Vegas bettors were
among the losers when the
Acacia-Ali
announced. A sports bookmaking operation at the Union
Plaza Hotel had teheithets on
_
fivemajorinitigor
iesrand the
favorites —in three were
defeated.-Only Jason Robards, as best
supporting actor, and Diane
Keaton, as best'actress, came
through: Richard Dreyfuss,
not Richard Burton, was best
actor; Vanessa Redgrave, not
Tuesday Weld, was best
supporting actress; and
"Annie Hall," not -Julia" was
best picture.

SPECIAL EVENT held at the Special fducation Department of Murray State University
on March 23 was the Easter Egg hunt held with the eggs donated from the contest held
by The Blackford House. MSU classes participating were the Pre-school Multiply Handicapped federal project of Project Early Education of Exceptional Children (PEEECk
and the Calloway County MuMple Handicapped Class. Teachers include Janet
Bla.zelton, pre-school ad Miirrtulver, Calloway County. Pictured lift to right,
-foreground, Cherilyn Bloodworth, David Boowan, Shirley Borders, Patsy jinn as
Ste
"Bunny"reardr,Ruby Donk fid Cheryl York.
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SAVE
39.96

$ HP Briggs & Stratton engine, chain
drivejransmission, 14-in. heavy-duty
self -sharpening tines. 25-in. tilling
width, skrag-type- depth bar. 10-in.
steel transport wheels. 45 331
ASSEMBLED AND READY TO USE

'239.95
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LAYAWAY AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
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Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
Duncon-Hlnes

- JO 18 oz.

_

-

boes245

Limit 1 Far Customer With 7.50 Add.
Pur, Fuluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

49

I lb

$223
j

Eagle Brand
.

S'AitE

4 roil

Milk

20°

304- Lb.

Emge

57 Sauce

U.S.DA. Choice
Center-Cut

cuAvrn nirusti
JPIVRLU riuu
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• ___
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Country Style

Flour
sc,,,nty
Towels

2

Oct.

BREAD

liorY

Sliced 79` L

Liquid
ntomil

With Iron

pk.

SAVE
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Beans

30e Lb.
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FRUIT COCKTAIL

Scot Lad

Salt

li.0S.D.A.
Ft Choice
Blade-Cut

I'S

2Ac

Scot Lod
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CHUCK ROASTS

Kroft '4 gal

Orange Juice - sl"
Eletty Crocker

Cake Mix

tiO°„ 4 Lbs or More

Ground Beef

Armour Conter-Cut StAokod'

Pod(Chop's

1 B oz

69'

,b 199

Purnell Pride

Chuck Roasts

Chicken Legsr
Thighs -

,99c
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Kathryn Ho*ord

• Miller was charged with Just drove in two runs to bring Up
• By MIKE BRANDON
.Ledger & Thnei Sports Editor Jilt' earned run while giving up hot-hitting Bar Wagoner. The
Johnny Ileum 'believes four hits.. He fanned fouf Frankfort native hit a rope
.into the gap in leftcenter and
hitting is contagious. He never batters but walked nine.
In the first inning, Miller wound up on second with a
said anything about pitching
walked four .batters„ but a double and an RBI for a 3-1
though.
While the bats continue to ioubleplay erased one of the Murray lead.
After Ted Poe walked,
boom for the Murray State walks. Brown's.run in the first
Teel unloaded a 2-0
ball.
Danny
passed
er
off
scored
s,
Thoroughbred the pitching
The 'Breds wasted very pitch into rightcentgr for a
-continues to sparkle.
Tuesday .afternoon at little time in jumping on three-run homer and the
Reagan Field, the 'Bred. Brown. In the last .of the first, 'Breds had a 6-1 had.
Brand- Managed a single
• shelled Brown tiniverslly 13-3 Al Liags and Doran Perdue
run in the third off Minor but
*a single, nine-inning game. drew back-to-back walks an
'Britorn managed just seven tooved up a base on a wild the 'Breds got it back in their
half of the third as Steve
pitch.
.• -bits:in the contest.
singled and
of
.Soneibaugh
Tony,Threatt
Sophomore
lefthander-Stark-whO played his high Paducah smashed a single scored on a double by Darrell
scfirlail ball at Calloway down the bag at third and Niswonger.
County, started'On the hill for
the 'Breds and though
struggling wittr control
problems, iitirked through s.
-innings and gave up just two
runs.
•e

•
,'Weds, 'now finished
with a lone and grueling
homestand which found them
playing every day, will have .
Thursday and Friday off •
before hosting Austin Peay to
a twinbill here Saturday at- 1
p.m.
After the home twinbill
Saturday, the 'Breds will not
play again until next Wed•
r1444Y_vir!en they P.taY, tr344-77
Tony' Threatt's --Taro-r un Middle Tennessee._
single in the seventh produced
the final 'Bredruns.
Kevin fleurland 1iiTid the
seventh and gighthinnings.for
Murray. He gave up two hits
while fanning two. South
Bend, Ind., sophomore southpaw Jack Schraw hurled . the
final inning ,ancliiga-ve up *oaehit while fanning two batters.
Beieral membe4s Id the
team are still •• lined -with
.
injuries or •
Tool* •
Leftf, eft
out because'
aidir
ured hand and third
4 -4 1
baseman Robin Courtney, who
1 0 1
Nisirsioe.g
3 .11 1 ,
his a pulled hamstring, was
$
1
unable to play. 4 1 .4
Calltichio40

tit Pit The game
lb;
away with four runs in the
fifth for an 11-2 lead.
Al Luigs had the Only RBI
hit in the inning, a one-run
single. Atitether run scored on
a passed ball and two more
came in when Bill Wagoner hit
a slow roller and the Brown
first basemart Couldn't come
up with the handle. •

an SOO 100 3-74
still suffering from a virus Brews
sei 040 20x 13-134
wurt"
while top hitter Torn Fehn is
recovering from a sprained
ankle and though not playing,
.was available for -service if
-he'd been needed.
•
ATLANTA (AP) - The
Doran Perdue continued his
Conference's
Southeastern
hot hitting as everything he first post-season basketball
touched with the bat turned tournament since 1952 will be
into a hit. In three official trips
played next winter at the
the plate, Perdue had three
Civic Center.
Birmingham
hits and -two of them were
tearni are to
SEC.A11-10
smacked to the opposite field compete in the 17,000-seat
in left, Lui,gs,Threatirand Teel
with the first- and
in the
The win gave Murray a five rnaesmdl e reamsbyes.
teinferendi
of six series against Brown. - The fact that 'all 10 teams The 'Breds are now 1740 011.
teurnament
the season and will play an will be in: theyoungster
-will
means "every
Austin
at
twinbill
frnportant
be knowing-Tie Will be going to
today.
Peay
a basketball tournament and ....Western Kentucky is 2-0 hopefully plenty of them win-after • sweeping Murray and
be going to another tourthe western division
after ours has ended,"
nament
race while Austin Peay and
said Dr. Boyd McWhorter, .
tied
and
1-1
Middle are each
SEC commissioner.•
for second,The coaference wM era:Unite to crown its basketball
4,r-400p‘taCtiWit_mx••the
regular
season ,schedule,- but the
tournament chaMpion
the
earn
conference's
automatic berth in the NCAA
championships.
The Associated Press
learned that the vote favorini
• Birmingham as the site was 82, with representatives of
Kentucky and Vanderbilt
voting against it,
Kentucky, this year's
in
champion
national
basketbatV"- -wanted the
tournament at OW horpe floor,
the 23,0004eat Rupp Arena in
Lexington.
is

-- Kevin "Cbsrlie".fiesitiond ducks while third Issaiss Mike
A DOCK AND A MUM CwIlledie (II) emits hose with the threw to first to mil s Brown roamer ea. mpg."ler bi
Catied_o.

The Murray Baseball
Association will have a
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday at
Calloway county High school.
This is a very , important
meting and people:who wish
to hell, •in the - "gamey
program need to be in attendance. •
Coaches, umpires, league
commissioners and
scorekeepers will be needed to
tielpirr tbs_program whi
serves about-BOO yoimg people.
• Agaln,—Willtitre;i1Siti'ded
r, .illrested in
__Adults wilisaWw
- helping to
assfsting,in
organize14.wrogram should
•
attend(

Laker.Girls Get
Win In triangular
The Calloway County girls',"
track tempi easily won a
triangular Inset at *airfield
Tuesday.
---'--Calloway finished Mith 82

tbs
low WI exnest AT NOIATT.- Ono of tbs
Inds is when sesessai hits u hoonsres, the degas* maidsi to
for.• welcoming party. Itote; designated hitter Amy Toef•
(33)is greeted first by Darrel Niswongsr the. III Weems is
next ad behind Illsweagsr is Ted Pee, who cidithed a hossor
-

lie* -second with 51- and Fulton City third with 20.
Felecia Pinner' w-ori three
first places in the meet for the
Lakers while Rose Ross had a
•
pair of, wins.
Here are the resuitslrom
Tuesday's meet.

-7.4ayfrefd

marin
Stephanie Wyatt 304kt
11-2. 4 Lyiy, Rene 211.2%.
Wyatt1114.
Stephanie
alloom-t
—2.141a To 44.4. Tamed.
jump — 1.1141na Todd 144. 4. Kim

•—
Albs

Calloway Comity;
Crittenden, Lea&
Doe Dee Darnell) 57.2
— I. Rose Rosa 9.2. 2.

ret

111111 101 'BUDS - Former Calloway Comity Nigh Muni ieftbseder Mark
m jest foet kits sod two ropes end received credit hells*
Tesakry's 134 ais war grown.

'MOIR wisinid siz bubo yof gave
Igry

.Meth Pinner112.3.
.
Rom 171.
i$d bed= —
Mir 17.5.
1
Calloway
Ilagaed waft, relay
Iligam. Dee Dee Darned,
iiii=d Lynn Renal 200.4.
L
Inhgard rim — 1 Melina Miller 2:50.
3:10
4.
Illgenlamh — 1 Felons INiner 27.0
4.Thom Tamil 32.5.
(Ma Mahan,• Rose Rees. Melissa
Mirand Fekcia Planer)4.11

Their Famous

Including Salad, Potato & Bread
8 ot.

Club Steak
lading-Balsa,Potato & Bread ,

Then we have one bedroom apartments,
Bend of the Rivers. Condominium' s. Year
n with either one or two baths, ••
two'bedrOor
'eraind homes. Contemporary architecture Tall
your fancy.
suits
'whichever
courts.
Super-size
Tennis
stately trees,
Remember our professional management •
swimmireg pool. The Platt.for entertaining
handles complete outside maintenance You're
Nestled on beautiful Lake Barkley
never invoked in mowing, cutting, painting or
All ihat..
raking leaves awin. Fantastic!
Considerrien efficiency,studio apartment
Come by"-and spend a few minutes. But
-burning fireplace,. kitchene:_
Livirig room,
to Stay awhile. It will be worth it.
prepared
'be
dining area;•-hath and pull down bed Makes a
your family. Here At Bend of the
and
you
For
home
gteat second
3
••
Rivers..
an
elegant
purchase
can
you
Or
bedroom. 2 1/2 bath ibwrihouse. Manly_
, rms.we smog we ma um me an me sea im we awl •
_
• roorn for your family
11.Sihd nse,assie intarpiatiori
-

Rill-Eye Steak *soZip . I
• 111. .01er
eat No do so Es an WI No am an lainkam me di
sown- oh Keriludiy Highway 810 beltuSee Kuttavia
Rarkiry uare plel follow the ars. ,

-turn

fiend of the River; FIR 2•konaws. Kentucky 42065•502-388-9711
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & TimeaBparis Editor
Roger Rushing is versatile
He's also hung* and because
of that, he may be on the-verge
of finding himself; starting
spot on the Murray §tate
University football-team.
As a senior at Unidn County
High School, Rushing was one
of the most sought-after

Playoffs to Lexington Tates
--Me moved to the Specialty . summer, somehow
I'd • "I'm in tis good as shape as _
Creek. He finished with over team and
was injured' in a dropped down-to third striae'I've beeirin the Dist fie° years.
1,000 yards passing 414, 600
game with Middle Tennessee. Rushing said.
toned up through the .
yards on the ground.
• - A year ago, he was.,moved_ _ Rushing bad a noiwtsear ftir weight.program
, my legs
As a senior, his team liosted- baCk
to quarterback and was most of leet year...on the in shape from the running
and
a 9-1 record and he again
second string behind Dickens sidelines.
I've always had good lungs.
Passed for over 1,000 yards in spring
practice.
"I have to admit it, .1 "The whole team is--reelly
and rushed for over 700...in
"When I came back in the developed a bad attitude. The . working at ft. Coach
Liggitsit
two fewer games.
•-:
coaches knew it and I knew It. (Tommie)' has -done vrondeirs
„I narrowed it down to the
I was just going through.the' in the Weight program. P•in
schools I was going to visit and
By The Associated Press
metiens. We weren't winning. bench pressing .50 pounlis
Johnson. "I thlnk'eian give
I
"Wank this lathe best team
went to Murray, Western, _p_Ny Eastern Conferen
ce
a whole lot of games and I fejt, more than I waslast
them
a
little
more:
we've
'
I
us
ever
had,
includin
Kentuck
g
the
y; Tennessee,
The Minnesota Twins' and T
Atlantic Division
. why not try something new?
to .windup In the_inid.
"My immediate goal is
'75 anci_Ifileams when we won
Oklahom
a
Seattle Mariners aren't 'soineuph
State
and
ere. There
W L Pct. GB But it hurts in every phase of play -to the best of my ability,
'
s just no
.National League chamLouisville.
considered contenders in the
53p .879 - your life when you do 18 turn loose and have flirt arid-T--'
way we're not a better pi
"I spent about four and oneCincinnati
merican L_eague. Wed- but
something-Wog that,
bid/club than last season." • '
-play with• 'Manager Sp44-y Anderson
half
Wising with the -• Bost
31 47 .39722 , "I'd made up my mind not how you have to play. The.
- one them will be au
in • On the other hand, people said Tuesday afe.,ihe Reds
people at Louisville and I'd' Buff
' _first place sometime tonight. _uspent_tess froth the Twins,
26 52 .33327 • to come back for this season: I coaching staff has done
a
rallied froth an 8-1 deficit to
even signed the scholarship Jrsy
The major league baseball
24
55 .30430% was through; But then, the super job with their positivewho
held
onto
first place for beat the Detroit Tigers MITI
after they left but I hadn't put
'-Vann gets under-way when
Central Division •
coaching change took place type of motivating," Rushing
it in the mail. Then Bill Hina x-SAnt
those two teams square off in all TrftMay, most'of June and the final exhibition game.
51-28
.646
-'
and
I didn't know anything added.
even
as
late
as Aug. 15-16
'Your record in the spring
assistantgoach last .season) p-Wash
Seattle's Kingdome. The
41 37 .526 9't about Mike Gottfried or tik
before
"He fits irrteell with our
fading
to
fourth,
.
doegri't
litt
really
called
matter, but
me and talked me into p.Cleve
- -National League, kicks off games
40 39 ...SOS 11 system. So over C•hristmai; I 'offense and he's accepting the
off the- pace. Although winning some games
- •
• driving down to Murray.
late *7
--Thursday afternoon in CinAtlan
39 40 :494 11 got together-with my parents challenge of running the, club.
.
Rod Carew and his .388 bat are establish- a winning at.
"I was told I'd be redshirted NOrins
Roger Rushingcinnati with. the Reds hosting
37
43 .463 14% and decided to give it one last I believe he's a winner,"
back, the Twins lost league mosphere is important," Said
a year then after that, they Roust
the Houston Astros, and MIX -ER/ ji„,„ier
27 52 .342.24 shot. I bad aggliavo
Larry_taisie
Andoinen &Tingeing nut on pthtptps
Kentae,rxi-.11,1% ikgreaothgto.-§witch--tauffer - •
-"Thibs are _tatting runnerup Lyman'limb. By Oct.
„I just wish we had 11 more
1, I expect to -received scholarnhiP offers offeliSel-which I felt I *as
scheduled for action
Midwest
The
Division
new
coaches
'
noticed,
Roger
-y
over
from
Bostock-100
universit
anff- we'd be
free
agrrnt---in
ies
the
win.
We're
suited for gaid_ my dad had x-Denv
absolutely ready,
_
• 46 32 .590 - Roger Rushing, They noticed in great shape,"
Gottfried
not fro-in a rah-rah standpoint before finallyi -choosing played basketbaII•4football Mlw
42 37 .532 .44 him Pushing himself in the added.
There also were a dozen
Seattle's Glenn Abbott,a.12. but as ready as professionals Murray State.
at Murray so' I" decided, to Chcgo
40 40 .500 7- weight program and going the
'exhibition games scheduled game winner, will have the as I've ever
However, not until just the come here," flashy:1g
seen them." •
_said
_Ataja...14,441-4Aiammaik.w.wCauliaans.1(oftoh..
,
,
-.1.--40daY- -mikli----4w.-:theee --en---loonee--14--=liwirrehig-3theAirge----per--me---rmbilkitc'Seakiri- -Past"m1Ple-af-713
0113-1185--"
'
1% first. ie
—
atla .school;
_hke--..:. 3
.
- nd they -decided to
31 48 .392 l5W ' program0
- Thursday.
pitch of the season. He will be wound down, the idefencling Rushing been nappy• And • was redshirted.-:-T-hei
ST.
PETERS
•
BURG,
Fla.
t his Ind -----..:
30 50 .3ti5 17 ' find a place for him.
. ' ,,t,
In their sophomore year,the opposed by Dave Goltz, who NL champion Los
)
Angeles now, with first-string guar- freitiman year, Rushing was
The St. Louis -"CarPaatie,Division
"He'd„.
worked
so
hard
i.i-•
••
.
"
‘
expansion Matinkrs _hive to won 20. jor Minnesota _last Dodgers seuffered
Dickens second string quarterback x-Po
Mike
their terback
rt - ---- '
.709 --- during the winter. workouts mats dropped one player and
better last season's- mark of: season.
'
seventh consecutive defeat, sidelined with an 'operation,--. behind Mike Hobbie.
.
p-Phns
_
_
-1
'
48 3I641 8 that we reallS, wanted toAry :then signed another Tuesday,
114411. ,
-- . gag fp get ' 'One of*
---; TheNatibilalie-iiiiiiorieiser bowing tiiihe Oakland-X,eg.g Roger Husift is
coaches liked Beetle•-• '44 34 .564 frog. and find a spot- far him. We leaving them with the major
. “As a second-year _club, pits Cincinnati's Tom
Seaver-on- Jeff Nei,vman's- .two-run his chance. ' ,.....- me what i .thought about p•Ldt -* - 44 35
,
...557 12 'tven considered trying him as league limit of 25 prayers.
people will expect more from against Houston's. • J.R. single in the eighth
Rushing has served' his moving to fullback. I wanted
The Cards'announced that
inning
GldriSt
41
38
defensiv
a
.519
15
e
end,"
said
--ofus,"'-says Manager Darrell Richard.
'
even though third baseman time. And be feels the chance to play and even though I'd
x-clinched division title
fensive bickfield coach Dan right-handed pitcher George
' Ron Cey, sidelined since is welkieserveet
never blocked for anybody in
Frazier has been sent to the
p-clinchedplayoff position
Walker.
"I've waited four years and my hie, I decided to make the
.
March 26 with _A pulled
team's
minor league affiliatei
Tuesday's Games
"But, we really felt he
hamstringrreturned to action now I'm going to get my shot move because I felt I could get .deveiand 116, Buffalo
deserved a shot at q . in Spridgfield,- Ill., and that
105
and I'm going to try'andmake to play more. In two weeks..I -New
_ - ' and rapped out four hits.
Prices Good
Jersey 129, Indiana 121 _ ,ierback. He catches .on to eteran utility infielder Gary
ilit doesostmeolly concern the beat of it," Rushing said- - went Join
nd has been signed to •
-fourth string -to Tins-Angeles-103„ Milwaukee everything so quicklY• He has
AprilS$
-a on rat
tal," said Al Campanis, the Tuesday night after a highly:_ second string behind Bernie 102
" a feel for the offen.se and he
.
Dodgers' general - manager. impressive performance
Behrendt:"
7 •t1ãiit105,Sew"Tork ioiT runs the bap well.--His pa, ssing spring
drills
earlier
in the
"If wed have kept all our
Fits sophomore year, he San Antonio 125, Phoentirt.9 technique .really shines. He's players„together then it might. afternoon. •
moved to tailback and was
For information,_
Chicago 116, Boston 1(14
just domg a super job and he .
Rushing is a jack of all first team after spring
But injaries hane_kept usframe
•
New Orleans 12er, - Phila. does so many things-well,' 110-rdin.9„
really playing ass unit a lot of tradea. And he wants to plajf practice. In his first two delphia 119
Walker added.
the-time, and that raakes_a big so'-badly, he'd just about tri games, he gained about 120
Golden State 130;Kansas-City
inc option offense and rollany position on the field. As a yards total net rushing and 119
differenCe.
—
type passing is my game and
Matter
of fact, he just about then came down with a severe
"We should have everybody.'
Houston 101, Portland 89
so they decided _to move me
(Permanent
ready to go soon. I hope the has.
sinus attack. He missed the
Wednesday's Games
back to quarterback and give
When
Rushing came to next couple of games and
team-we've seen recently isn't
Removal of Hair)
Atlanta at Buffalo
me a chance. They've got my
the team we'll see when the MSU, he was recruited as a when he did come back, he
Detroit at Philadelphia
, attitude back to where it
quarterback. He wound up found himself third string on - Los Angeles at Washington
season starts."
should have been. Football is
Half Gallon
As the various_leanis
ing, tailback, fullback ant__ the depth chart and.of-courser --New-Jeesey at Denverfun again and thringthe-way it
-stroggiOd f
o out down to the might possibly have been,
on the bench.
•
Houston at Seattle
should be.
opening day limit otS players Playing as a defensive end had t
in the giL77-gog 24 in the- L.
hewgiven another
which is an an economy kien • chance at quarterback by the
this year, there were a couple new MSU coaohing staff.
of surpristinaeals.
As a freshman at Union
The Kansas City Rnyals sent County, Rushing played in
slugging first baseman John quite &few varsity games but
Mayberry to the Toronto Blue _broke a thumb and missed
Joys for apla,yerto be named lettering by just two quarters.
later, opening a spot for rookie It was the first winning season ,
sensation Clint Hurdle.
in the history of the school. His
With Duffy Dyer out with a sophomore year, he played on
broken thumb, the Pittsburgh a squad of-24 players and went
Pirates reacquired catcber both „arays, playing quarManny SanguWen from the terback and defensive half;_
Oaklaitil-A's for relief pitcher back. His team went 7-3Elias Sosa, outfielder Miguel
His junior year, he was high
Dilone and a player to be jumping - '6-5 but after a
named later.
coaching change in football.
he gave up track and decided
TENNIS
to go full-steam ahead with
ROTTERDAM,Netherlands football.
-Top-seeded Jimmy Connors
"Under the new coaching
and second Seeed Bjorn Borg system, Union County
inof Sweden opened with im- stalled an offense
that was
pressive victories in the first just perfect
for me. We had a
HWY. 641
9 SOUTH
round of a $175,000 in- split backfiel
d with a
ternational tennis tour- wingback off tight
end. I was
nament.
suited for a multiple offense,G HOUDAY
BIG
Connors whipped Dick _Rushing said.
L
INN
- --JOHNS
Crealy of Australia 8-1,6-3 and
Evidently. His team egent_
Borgheat Leek Sanders of The 10-0 in regular season
N'
play
'Netherlands 6-2,6-3.
before losing. in the state
gesameW
Nommor

Pro.Cage Standings.

Prairie Farms

tledrolysis

BUTTERMILK

.
6

Call 7534856

2 Liter
Bottles

We now have the largest inventor/ in' 15 years. Sap/
buried us this winter but Spring is Itere and wet.roady to
trade.

Blue IL Gold Clippings
WHITNELL

HaK'S
By Mike Brandon

The MurrUt football coaching staff
departed a link
bit from its
e as day number four of spring footba 1'
practice was Tuesday. - •
Instead of practicing on Monday, the
staff spent the dio
evaluating film from the previous three
days and the players:
of course, worked on the weight program
.
"We just worked on teaching today, and
didn't do any hit
ting," Racer coach Mike Gottfried said
Tuesday night.
"We put in four new plays on ofteme
and, worked on Ofle
defensive coverage play. Toy, we're
switching our attention to the kicking game and we'll be
working on the pun
ting,flett/igainzilittra points,"
Gottfried added.
The results of Tuesday's workout were
encouraging'.
"I'd say it was the best workout, as far as
had to date," Gottfried said. "The players learning, ii-eye
are starting to NO. a little more at home and so are our
coaches.
"I feel we have some tremendous battling
ft* positions
going on and we're showing a lot more intensity. I'd say we,
cleared a major hurdle Tuesday and rm
beginning to see
some light now.
•"
"Bath ular 441a4.144114114 14141
.
411110110110
"Truithing.
handleitthe.job wells
tka-alleastaNihMilke pickens,"
fried added.
•.
Dickens underwent surgery man,ankle wet
is in Room 511
at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Gottfried said the emphasis over the next few days will
be
on individual work and within the next 10'days,
the Racers
will have their first major scrimmage.
The public Is invitedttr the practice *elisions which nitt held
Monday, Wedneaday, Friday and Saturday on the
field. Pi°
west of Stewart Stadium

STORE.
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES-OPEN LAM.TIL 12 P.M.
•
365 DNS AND
•
.44.1243014442
•
4W0-

J

SOME NEVER CLOSE
Kidded Dig .106••
Q.sof4.

-

•

All New 1978*''
Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles & Pontiacs
Going At Bargain Prices!
Any Reasonable Offer
WillBe Accepted
Wells Purdom,Jim Kuykendall & Mike Outland

r

FRANK-V:4—
M ItY.(AP) — ii not ready to Say the-highly , Rams Aoki a news conThoroughbred breeding 'contagious &leak ja ender terence that the only horses
eiteralionS could rilck •up in control.. • • _ completely banned from
KKritucky under eased .state
Harris announced the paned further- breeding during the
restrictions after they were reettictioiSCTinsaday, Swat 4ne current breeding season will
druptrd by an outtreak-Titint
after the U'S.-Department be mares actiselly infecte4.
eCluine venereal-disease...
of Agriculture banned the with the venereal disease.
However, federal travel shipment, of thoroughbreds • He said mares which have
restrictions on thoroughbred • bred butte Kentucky to other only been exposed to the
horses bred in the Bluegrass states
until,.
the disease and even stallions dial
Rate remain in effect and • disease—contagious equine are ipfected, can resume
' state Agriculture -Cern— metritis, or CE14---has been breeding if they. receive
--CleatIbillabealtit- •
_
missioler Tvgn Harris sYs he celltr0.4.4
•

--Harris said- he could Ptsay
the disease, appareirtly
imported from Europe, is
under control, but only three
new otisave cultures within
the last 10 daysertainly
indicates we are to better
shape than we were:•
Harris said 21 mares are
-known to be infeetedi.rwhtisr.
another 86 mares have been
ex
.- He said the 08 along
with Smaces importiolt.tate-

Kentucky inthe.past year,are
being quarantined until tests
are run on them. If the tests
are negative, they will, be
allowed td-hebreel.
Also being tested • are
another 400 mares bred to
stallions—it Earths with expeed or infected liontea.
Eleven stallions have been
tested pOiitive or have been
bred to mares which later

•-Mari-ate several
broodmares in Kentuceaptr77• mb-relhiin 400 stallions whichi
are appareatly free-to breed if
•they-tentnegativwfor CEM.
Harks, notinehe disease is
new to horsemen, said be will'
•
press for federal funds for
researth in cintecting and
combating CE114.'

The new regulation, irinch conceived . through. artifictxt
became effective .Tuesday, Insemination. Without such
also - repealed- . another., registration a thoTitbred
regulation due to go Into effect - cannot race in Arneri .
of the
While the imps
that .ay that would have
required Only artificial in:- USDA ben,• which could
semination on farms with discourage out-of-state
owners from sending mares to
infected or exposed horses. that . tentiicky far breeding, is ,
said
Harris
-At this poinl, we will just
requirement, adopted • last unknown, in-state breeding
keep'our fingers crossed IMP:
Could
apparently'
operations
week, was removed as a
return to pear normal under hope for the very 'best,"
Aar_ac_Licalsteeafter
Jockey_
-1111fris-saTsi—
Club 'Monday refused to - tlie Caned reatriatons• - - -; — -

_
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s"tarra Lima
58 Lb. ---v Pine Bark
v Potting Soil
Sheep Manure
•_e Marble Chips

DISCOUNT PRICES

Heddon
Bass
Handle
1,1110Thing

Register
nesdoy
Morning.
•frTpI
_

Nouse
4Trailer
Types
12 Colors Including
Cardinal Red, Bristol Blue,
Sonny Yellow, Antique Gold
add Black -

Great Shape

Dresses

Panty Hose

With Matching
Shawls or

Sheer Support
Proportioned fit.
leg.$2.98

&stets

Now Only
Sires Site XXL
Largo Seleotiee Of Colors

Toddlers
Flex bison+
Protein Conditioner
iteriler Sc Extre SW/
Is on. lkotti;

Sine-AW
Sinus
Comport pistol grip dryer, full 1000 watts, its the
kind professional stylists vu. Model NB 1707

'yr Headache Tablets

Caps
Assorted
Styles I
Were

Shorts
Pull-On Style Elastic Waist
Solids or Patterns
2T to 41

No relief him sines losedscis pi

Only

$100
I
Men's

Terry Cloth

New

Bon Super Solid
Anti-Perspirant

Underwea
Reg, e2 gg Sale

Shirts
Pull Over
Style50% Cotten
AO% Polyesti
Sizes 4-11-1.-1
Only

Adorn Hair
Spray

$11/99,
lir

Slightly Irregular
Antique arena
'Reg. MAIO
Skerel*F12
Priced if Jest

ma%

I thousand—

_ Low Overhead
Means LowerPrices

ntu_ck_t*.
gas which`
tio breed if or GEM.
e disease is
said* will
funds for
Kling and

JUST WAITING FOR yo

•

we will just
mossofluck
017
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Asserted Flavors

19

Peac.hew

22 Oz.
With Spray
Says 1P

• FREE $100.00 BILLGiven Away Each Week.
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
—

Last Week's
Winner

Lillian Steele
Rt. 8, Murray
No Cards To Punch •Atr You-504i-

lkfy
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.'
.Ern plt yea;of Parker!and Men.Families not eligible to win .Adults •
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references one of whom must
teacher, An4
be a qUall.fleci

ellen

:
4

DUPON
T "t ---1:
14311
110

YOU. CMOICI 1.10010 Ot

scholarships are expected le
be presented at the alumni
associaU011111 annual . spring
meeting on the campus, WI
29.

en.

YOUR PRKI
AFTER It[SATE

II266

STAR Blin
AUTO-PO.USIt
Super 4/kone car pallid deans,
shines, protecte. Restores originalWere (31-1N) ,

Star Mee "Car WarP •
teas.(11-11$4)

31.41

444,44.4-4/44

nag,eater
—Yemen

aoBaAtd,

99°

'PIKES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL MASCO STORES AND
,PAR,TKIPATING DEAtEltS
"
Frl
IY r°1
" -1344.-AirCenter
7534391
Friendly Service
• Mon.-Thurs. 9-4, Fri.& Sat. 9-i.'
.
for 09 Year!.
Sun. 1-5
.

•

4444441144

-
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Kenhicky EtepartiniThttif arks Nfaintaifis 180 Holes Ground

-111110UPEr
LNDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?
Project Indepen• denee is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
is
It
Purchase,
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
Institutional facilities.
eligible? -Petsons who:
.I.' Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
;and others), AND
.3,_ _Can_ not_ gatiths_ w_
.services from •Ady
other source. - .
If
you
have
questions about
Project Independence
call:Biumie Ashby at
753-6362.

From Kenlake to Lake The present course is already cotnroerce. Golf is a major
Cumberland to Pine Mourk one of the best in the park. feature,- offering participants
Lain, the Kentucky Depart- system, Signori added. The the opportunity to become
ment of Parks maintains 180 new'course, allotted a funding better acquainted while
small holes in the grataxt — all of $1 milliqp to be located at swinging at a golf ball.
The "Boots" Randolph
in the name of a curious but Gobler's Knob, just across
immensely. papular -sport from the lodge. Construction Tournament at Lake Barkley,
is to begin this summer, with a normally ' held in
known as golf
ivill be ISlayed
Duffers and would-be Jack completion date set for late September, *ill
tb avoid a
month
the
in
later
1979.
Nicklauses alike are visiting
A_srve.y is also now under conflict with the Sept. 14-17
Untuck3Cs. .parks Ahth increasing rrequency, bringing way—on the feasibility of -World Chiunpionship threewith them clubs, carts and constructing an 18-hole course Day .F•xl!nt at the Kentucky
assorted paraphernalia at Greenbo Lake State Resort State. Horse • Park in
designed to beat knock a Park near Ashland. Results - Lexington.. The equestrian
- event is to be 'held in this
allite,,conipaet-tiall from. one are due this suminEr
As a further tribute to the country for the first. time.
FOCUS ON HELPING PROFESSIONS — A Social Work Fair in the Bel-Air Shopping Center Friday and Saturday in-bole to another.
• A recent National Golf - ever-increasing popularity, of ' .Sooiel.Sgtonndkeepers and
cluded an inforrnititon boottras a -distribution point for a variety-of literature eaplaining the services of the helping
Foundation survey puts -a 15 . golf, the parksdepartment is ‘• an easterly and • western
professions. Shown as they ket an explanation of information materials are Linda McCuiston of Murray Route 5 and
. million figure on the number adding to repertoire of Kentucky agronomist help
Kristi Eldredge of Murray Route 7. Working in the booth are:(from left) Russ Brethauer, supervisor of the Comgolfers in the U. S,200;900 tournaments. Thpfirstsuanual,keep _ the _ parks courses
pnihensive Care Center; ICeisiikraeshear; representing the Red Cross; and.Dr. Mark Singer, assistant professor of
jyaogipjAytysl.atigast oneste__Aqe:Creisson Memorial Golf, *lip!for the tosimainedts and
social work at MurrayStateialnivelityJmother sponsortif,he fair was the Bureau of Social Strikes. March was
the park system's 15 courses - TournlizienTis iiiheduled May everydergolfgrs as we1tf,
National Social Work Month and was proclaimed as Social Work Month in Murray by Mayor Melvin Henley. _
last year. parks golf director 20-21 at Kentucky Dam Village Bignon said the department
p Bigness hopes to reads-- ialsonor of the late Louisville his reeew opened eight new.;
many of the remidhiag Courier-Journal columnist pro 'shops;
-tiW--Ei-dde4T--••tund Marshall County nat2ee.------••-RigiieiiE:-.
—ff,B00,000.
1 7111 „..,_
.1
40%
"
The department first _$___ Bignakt_aot -that while_ _bp- r--Oapartzattatis just- beginning 111771-7-1-11.1
OWANTrrY RIGHTS RE SERvED
'
"...--.'
.
?SW'S"
''''"
in
potential
vast
totealize
the
are-not
vitational
esporises
a
in
courses
..:Vertised its
publication, Golf „due until 'April 15, the sales from these shops.
Digest, .last November. department hopes to attract Bignon said the department
• Bignon said he is still 200 amatenrs and 49 also is expanding its sale of
"impulse" items such as golf •
receiving inquirieS,frtan the Professionals.
ason shirts adorned' with a parks
arleready
1 c
leen19.79
rtri
department
ggalone
ad
....
logo since "people on vacation
looltMgThe
dy aandn-thaIntdnneianan°nIttnoli.s
paider
home
something
want
to
take
or the ad." event, pbuming to combine the
•-pore thin
And while Bignon readily Kentucky Dam golf_ tour- • showing. they were there."
PEPSODENT
The Department of Parks
admits that state parks narnent with a tennis tour_
courses have plenty of visitors nament at nearby KenLake now maintains five, 18-hole
TOOTH
PASTE
.
.
.
BKVER
"during the warmer months, State Resott Park where golf courses. They are locatedState-BurnsidgGerutral
;
a
nowcourts
several
are
tennis
more-itkaason golfers are
.
01
Resort Par,k, _Burnside;
needed, be eqgairted. Bignon under construction.
Dam Village state
Kentucky
course
The
Dam
Kentucky
said Myrtle Beath, S. C.
courses Mee been attracting a will, indeed, be busy during Resort . Park, Gilbertsville;
11
_ganad,,Mayr fat- the_iiteeisd -aruiti_,Iske Barkley StateAlesort
large mwtber
-1301111 OF 341_ Cadiz; 4jiicbljIT
bor4management get- Park,
c
golfers during the ultesespa,'Vegether has been scheduled Homesteld State Park;
:
business that he tmehl-Ilicaltiis
there May 10-12_ The informal _Springfield.AmtLiket..
-.see Kentucky-sleafelloprtse...
Toward that end the 1,78 gathering of labor and State.ParkkOrensboro.
'
DRUG STORE'".
General Assembly okayed management representatives
cockroachesof
pair
single
A
joint
last
a
as
begun
year
was
t plans for an additional 18-hole
ASH
FLASH
. late. up to 3•5•000 off.,_.
course at Kentucky Dam,. undertaking by the state can, Prod
season.
single
a
in
spring
. ................. —
•
Village State Resort Park., departments of labor and
9 VOLT
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bullfighter
witty ways
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harlequin
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wonderful
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woods and
conservati
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especially
or without
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1 Quarrel
5 Ship's
complem
Cut
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tree
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' island
—14 Nettive " metal
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1-6 Shout
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• 20 Pronoun
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-

.

........• _ _
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PEANUTS

WEL
A

ROUND
HIBACHI' GRILL

-;;;Nisiii-

Z0.- GAL.
METAL
GARBAGE CANS

.
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. ,. .

• 44 PrO006it
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45 Perform
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.
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BEGLEY'S c!)

CENTRAL SHOPPING ,
CENTER
HOURS:
_
'9-9 Mon.-Sito
77- -12:7Iiiiii,--_-• 2
,

—

•-.'.'....

B111101LIM

BAYI-Ii:
CHIMEWS ASPIRIN_

-TRANSISTOR
BATTERY

.4..u.,,

...

'

WITH 3Pc
8,8.0 SET
/

.

. 12.44 -_''' 4.99 '16.44
Ei.No

SUMFAERS EVE
TWIN PACK
REG. or It

_HERBAL

ri

4511t

LIMIT ONE

SCOTT TOWELS
JUMBO ROLLS

,:,
ti>11

COLORS
OR
DECORATED

...III I

,56t

,
I'
,,,

,

..

• •, •

,CRACKER

,

• .IACK:
BUY-4-GET 1 FREE

.r4.;•:".

/
,ie -

,

,d i
• Fresh creamy colt slew ":
•
-* Goiden brown french fries-

'

--'-

......,..

- i2.22 TI1S

, BOTTLE OF 100

.0SAN

'----4.--grABY POWDER

,,

ear:Z

, ,,.lit

....

1

63.11
ebt

46

'

V

.

.

—11T

dtair 1;:e

..,
444 i .... _ ,

4

EY'S

4...
-

6

ii,'-u1---.-•

BOTTLE Of 100

.t., 1 \_ISCIPM)PYL ALCOHOL
NAIL,POLISTe
\
, 16 OZ.
REMOVER '

,

7

BEGLEY'S

A.

BEGLEY'S
VITAMIN E CAPSULES
s„ ...
400 I.U,

•

'

''''.7.'
.

11•111 OM

I

'
'

i

WITH IRON
134antr OF, 305 - -

16 07

VI

753-9383

.,

ri
•.

MULTIPLE VITAMINS

ra .

BEGLEY'S ASPIRIN TABLETS
5 0c-

k
eli
,
..
vi_,....

h.......„13,EGIEVS---

111 N. 12th

BEGLEY'S
• DAILY

.. , -- 1
12 .0Z.

14_

BEGLEY'S
BABY
SHAMPOO -

44.

. EGLEY'S-ANTACID
.B
- vintt-IIMETHICONE

39t.
4
1

9.

-. •

,
_1
7•41d.f.
81M/SAW,

LARGE
YOUTH'S
.......--..._ / FIELDERS GLOVE

'

.,

78t

4

COTTON MOP
8 OZ.- •

.---

7 OZ.

.

—

.

1 GAL.
CLOROX
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ply Qualifies As A Harlequin Of The Woods
With its brilliant red topknot one of these big birds_ivillspot
flashing like the pennant of a-i:fiem and follow them about
bullfighter, and with nimble, the woods uttering loud cries
witty ways, the great pileated of alarm. Aware of this
woodpecker ably qualifies as a peculiar habit of the birds,
harlequin of the woods.
some game wardens say they
About the size of a crow and always investigate their cries
twice as interesting, this and by doing so have apwonderful bird is a self- prehended illegal hunters.
appointed guardian of the
The pileated woodpecker
woods and an accomplice of has several names. In some
conservation officers. It is places it is known as the
thoroughly hated by most "wood hen." In other
poachers who swear that as localities it is called the log
soon as they enter the woods, cock. Sometimes it is called
especially out of game season the "Good God" bird. This.itist
or without a hunting license, appellation stems from its

Crossword isuzzler
DOWN

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
1 Weaken
OM t3C11311111 8 E1113
2 Salient
IrIM A ROOM BD a
- point -mirror' 0611:11ZICI
3 Clod
lava
131011711 MEI
4 Attempt
U]flc
MO C117111
5 Quiets
illEIMOVIIKI
s
CI3131
Telt
tga auca in ii ci
7 Teutonic
D aT a R Cia N a Ono
deity
8 Emerged
U31U Walla idiJUIii
victorious
OBT MINIUU
9 Specks •
10 Conjulittitrn C73e101111:3 12[111301313
11 Pronoun
mu 13L3LIZIEI &KJ
17 Babylonian LkJ' Ulna' IIQU
deity
measure
by wound
19 Preposition
38 Apothecary's 56 Long,
21 Girl's
slender
weight
name
fish
23 Float in air ..40 Mans
name
25 Neglect
68 Greek
26 Fur pieces 43 Barters
letter
27 Continued 46 Article of
60 Piece out
furniture
story
61 Conjunction
48 Worn
28 Clan
Article
82
away
41 Preposition 30 The
64 Preposition
- sviieetsop 51 Parent
42 Fruit cake
66 Man's
.(colloq.)
33 Hind part..
44 Girl's
nickname • 35 Mark left 53 Printer's
name .
45 Perform
47 Unusual.
49 Tattertnr-cloths
50 Jump
52 Female
horse
54 Pronoun
45 Container
57 Accomplished 32
59 Compass
40
57
point
61 Sodium
4
chloride
63 The
46
7
411
45
sweetsop
54
32
86 Metal
fastener
S.A
5
87 Number
• ,iite‘.
58 Flower
3
_At
69 Toward
shelter
9
Distr. by

16
•

or

•

ACROSS
.. 1 Quarrel "
_ 5 Ship's
complement
- •11Cu1
--12 Sandarac
•
tree
_ 'IS Danish
' island
-44 Native
•
metal
.15 River in
nary
te Shout
18 Negative
20 Pronoun
22 Wine cups •
24 Marshes.
'27 Poses for
portrait
29 Portico
31 Deposit
32 Go in
34-Dines *
36 Proceed
37 Harvested
39 Remember

6 Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC. Murray
Muffler arid Automotive
Center, 7th and Maple.

sited Posture gristliest*.

RC.

Maws .
W61.1.,WELOT.
ASAIN

also a protector of the frees.
STUFFERS AND Mailers
Each year it consumes hosts
URGENTLY
of betties eind carpenter ants
NEEDED! $25.00 per
that would-otherwise do great
hundred GUARANdamage to valuable timber.
TEED. Send selfWith a 'strong, heavy bill
stamped
addressed
shaped at the end like an old"EnTK
envelope,
fashioned s- crewdriver, it
terprise, Box 218711,
bores deep into the trunks and
Denver, CO 80221.
limbi to share and _withdraw
insects chewing oo the wood.
TILE SETTER and brick
The big woodpecker's • exlayers helper,„Lcomcavations also serve as homes
petitive wages to right
and„nesting sites for countless
person. Call _753-8500
downy woodpeckers,
after 5 p.m. . _
bluebirds, nuthatches,
chickadees and screech owls.
Ft I.ENC.AD_.
_Flying squirrels- _and gray,_
steady work:
- squirrels likewise use the
For interview call 753holes as den.s and places of
5287.
danger
when
refuge
./414 15 "(OUR ESTIMATE FOR RE/17
threatens. "
PAIRS. THE AC*1101,.. COST COULD.13E
needed.
BABYSITTER
The - woodpecker's ringing
•
with own transportation.ANYBOPYi GUESS.it
call is untainably wild and is
Call 753-6156.
discribed as "closely akin to
2 Notice
human laughter as any other
INCOME TAX SEREXPERIENCED AUTO
sound in the forest."
Skid.?;Florist
search for,
-We
VICE:
body man needed. call
A naturalist "trespassing"
- ---4deduction
legal
every
hearing
753-6038.
and
abode
bird's
the
Gardsa Castor
as
,and credit due you:"
_-__the untamed.luithter
has
-John .Pasco, 753-5791,
- EliEPERIENelitD -CAR
tETINIAS
only to remain still and .in a
SOO N 4th
753-3251
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
clean-up man needed.
moment the big bird,. will
Also available for
Call 7534038.
-show," speeding in for a
COLOR PORTRAITS,
special appointments.
_
much closer look at the inbring us yours for extra
EXPERIENCED
truder.
any
copies. Made from
FOR
WATKINS
- waitress needed. Apply
size Into any size.
Products.
Contact
at Trenholms. Chestnut,
•
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
Holman Jones, 217 South
9'Situations Wanted
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
13th., phone 753-3128.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
WANTED
YARDS to
5 lost And Found
753-0035.- Free parking
mow. Will do all kinds of lot, use our rear enLOST LADIES blue
yard work. Call 435-4387 • billfold. Finder may
after 5 p.m.
keep money, just return
by Will Bernard
10 Business Opportunity
WILL SNARE fenced
other contents to Mrs.
with
spot
- garden
Leonard Woods, 2006
SOLAR
ENERGY
saffigbe who Will tend
Coldwater Rd.
Personal Effects
dealership available,
- it. Call 753-4117.
-- REWARD $l( for return
Calloway County. Your
Harry's will left his "-personal_
claanee-t•-jein-a proven
effeetsY -to the--friessettriaelr
door, and the rest of histo_. care.Needline 75.1-6333.
leader in the solar
_carat,. wpite gold
relatives Among iussiasts was a
energy field. Call today
filegree setting.
X10,000 certificate of depooit at a JESUS SAYS IN JOHN
Heirloom. Much senAmerican Solar King,
local bank Should this money go
767Call
I
value.
Verily;
5:19,
timental
"Verily,
607
247-1253,,
W.
lady?
neighbor
to the
4598.
say unto you, The Son
Broadway, Mayfield,
can do nothing of
14. Want To Buy
WOMEN'S WATCH found
himself, but what he
-WANTED WHITE oak
on Edinborough Drive.
seeth the Father do: for
Call at Ledger & Times,
and walnut veneer. Will
he
ever
so
what
things
NAMED AS February citizens of the month at
identify & pay for'
buy cut or stanc"ng,
doeth, these also doeth
Calloway County High School were Rhonda DameN
small or large trac Call
the Son. likewise." Are
€1 Help Wanted
and Gary Morris. This selection is made by members
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-527you doing as God
Dame,
Miss
school.
high
the
of
Council
Student
oldie
1630.
commanded? For Bible
MAKE 025 per plate is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dassoll and Gary
study, group, individual
selling Engraved Metal
STANDING
WANTED
is the son of Mr.and Mrs. Max Morris.
or by phone. Call 753Social Security Plates.
'
timber. We pay top
0984.
Free sample. No in- •
prices on good quality
vestment. Write Gregg
and will pay cash
timber
judge
.the
court
a
hearing
After
272-HI,
Products, Box
HATE IT. WHEN
WE
NO,WE DiDN'T
percentage your
no,ruling.shat a bank deposit
OF
said
•
NOTICE
or
27292.
N.C.
Lexington,
WIN
WE DON'T EVEN
EVEN WIN A
did it& qu4ify as "personal
choice. Call after 8 p.m.
r---,
APPRENTICESHIP
MORAL VICTOR'
effects." He said -the phrase
MORAL VICTOR
NATIONAL CO. in__
502-489-2334.
generally means items that are
largest f)eld-"worn or carried shout the person
GOOD USED MOBILE
• establishing repreor (have)some intimate relation to
ApJoint
The
homes. Call I-527-8322.
sentative. Low inthe person.
and
prenticeship
vestment. High return.
All too often, language that
Articles For Sale
15
Training Committee
seemed to be plain English at the
Call 759-13'70.
InElectrical
the
for
THOMAS ELECTRIC
time a will was written turns out
dustry will accept'
to be ambiguous later on. "Person•••0701.42._
- organ with built in
-NEU'
applications for apal effects" is a typical source of
stereo. Like new condispute and litigation. Seeking its
prenticeship beginniWANTED
dition. $300. Call . 753situation,
particular
meaning in a
ng May 8, 1978 .
PREP
I PON'T WANT
FULL
TIME
0605
in
clues
courts try to find telltale
through May 20, 1970
apLADY
HER MAKE-UP
the surrounding circumetangle.
from 8:00 a. m. to
FRIGIDAIRE '-washer
40-45
proximately
Take another case: A woman
SMEARED B E FOR E
4:30 p. m. Monday
and dryer. Remington
personal
"my
left
daughter
her
a
No
hours
week.
I GET THERE
through Friday, and
typeWriter. Call 753effects of every kind and descripin
Apply
calls.
phone
from 8:00 a. in. to
tion, including silver, linens, and
5599.
net
Do
apply
person.
12:00 noon on Satyr- china." Did this include an autofrom 11-aer 5-8.
days at the I. B. E.
mobile?
TAPPAN
Refrigerator.
The court decided that it did
W. Hall, 4516 Clarks
Freezer, 22 cu: Ft. with.
inded, awarding the car to the
Road,
iver
-R
icemaker and rubber
daughter. Reason: the woman
Paducah, Kentucky.
roll out wheels. $300.
must have had a broad definition - -All applications must
IIQ. Ifilt aw hewn
of "personal effects" in mind,
Adjustable bed frame
be completed by May
Wrtassis,
because silver, linens, and china
with double box springs
cow:
be
to
1978
20,
obviously would not be worn or
and mattress $40. Early
sidered for this carried on the person.
American living room
year's class.
In one unusual case the owner
suite,90 in. couch, chair, - LABORATORY
All applicants must
of a large yacht left his "personal
s maple coffee tables, end
technician (MT or
meet , the
fully
belongings and household effects"
MLT
good
pay.
to his widow. Rival claimants
tables, and 2 antique
following minimum -.argued that the yacht was too
Daylight hours, fringe
to .
brass lamps. $250. Good -qualifications
major an asset to be cossrat by_ . qualify for an inHillview
benefits-.
used Sears automatic
such a vague expression. ' •
terview:
Hospital, Fulton7 Ky.
clothes washer. $50.
_•However, the court held that
be at'
Age-Must
Call
1.
753-6499.
Call
collect
502-472-1612.
must
and
the yacht was included
least 18 years of age.
therefore go to the widow. Point2. Education-High
ing out that the deceased had
School Graduate,one
man, the court
base
rich
a
very
Ak,
year Algebra, Tranit could have been perfectly
talk,said
natural for him to consider a Mere
script required.
yacht too insignificant to need
3. Aptitude Teat-SMini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
special mention in his will.
72R at the Em14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
or
ploymentOffice
A publk service_feature of the
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
OmPhysical
4.
1:tpc.CE"
MEAN EXTRA5E
American Bar Association and
house full of furniture
selected,
dition-lf
MONE" the Kentucky Bar Association.
will be required to
take a physical
Call Days 753-3744
before starting work.
Nights 753-7618
Each applicant who
meets all basic
.19
requirements will be
interviewed by the-753-1411
Fire
Committee. The interviewers will con- 153-1121
Police
alder. reliability, in753-6952
Itettir---attitude,
terest,
753-9332
Ariadoce
judgement, cooperaOffice Suite for rent or lease. See
Novae
well as
as
tiveness,
7531131
.
Carlos, Black Jr. or call
Costossty .
other personal traits.
Noma
753-0839-753-5287
753-3535
Society
All applications will
:"`liC4111101.• '
ebe received without
regards to race.religion,
713-7511
Psis.tarsi .,
color,
•
tiationt4orgin or sex.
Seskigliggi .. 153-029
I
Full-Part Time Salespirrson.for-Each applicant Mitt
koala - . ispirro
0
_basic
&U,
meet
Missy-Junior Specialty. Store. 3-5
twit re ba .
requirements to be
days a week. Selling and display..
eligible for interview. Apprentices
experience preferred but not
will be selected in or
necessary.
. der of their ranking
resulting from rating
Send Resume To
of interviews.
Box 32 H,.

staccato warning cry which by
exercising the imagination a
bit, does sound like -Good
God! Good God!" repeated
over and over again. Still
another name is the "12-stroke
woodpecker." This comes
from its habit of landing on the
side of a dead tree and
whamming the wood exactly a.
dozen times, no more and no

less. The name, "pileated."
comes from the Latin pilaus,
which means crest. - •
But by whatever name It Is
called, this great black, white,
and red-feathered bird is a
valuable creature to have
around, It not only protects
squirrels and other small
game animals of the woods
from illegal hunters, but it is

•

,
THE
FAMILY1h;
LAWYER ii

ciipownnoTy

14
I'M ENTERING
MY DOG
IN THE
DOG
SHOW
TODAY

`WHY DO YOU HAVE
_A PAPER p Ake
OVER HER HEAD?

7-0Z.

FArtak

1114.1CA..••, Lae-

^
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•

NOTICE

IRONDIE

if You
Need Them:
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15. Articles For Sale

=MR
•

15 Articles For Sale
TILLERS chain drive, t
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin .Hardwet*, Parts.

- MS AMP SERVICE pole. CUSTOM
MADE
Ca11153-4648 after 5 p.m.
Dralieries, made to your
_
'inieiniurement. No labor
THREE H.P. tiller with
dsMie• __QT.fr 1St. potWEED EATERS, model
new motor. 675. Call 751and engin, II per
507. 143.99. Roto • shear
3302 or see at 201 South
clot di month of Amr11.
model 2201, $36.50.
T.N. Miksch & Co 75315th.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
• 9799.REGISTERED walkuig
-11-x It ALUMINUM
are Fox Trot show
CAitINETS WHTrewith • storage shed. $675. Call
rnare,:nce sat_gentle.
elloay formica tops,
901-247-5628.
- -Cavalier topper fer lodk
lot' restaurant,

20 Sports Equipment
1976 SANGER boat,'
drive, Chevy engine. 418
with ealras• Call NO'
2337 or 9845396.

nome Rentals

2`

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

=MIN
GUS GEURIN FARM 71a
Miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. 56 acres.Highway frontage , (IN
Sciuth side, good gravel
road on North side.
Good tobacco barn,
small - tobacco base.
Rudolph
Contact
Geurin,-753-5665.

DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASH-a'-

.137 Poplar-peston
MOBILE HOME- spacet
for families. Coach
we'll arrtmge the terms
Waldrop Realty
and -- Fox
orrthis well maintained
-in Business
• Meadows, South 16th
two
bedroom brick with
Since 1956"
7e
03-385.5.
RFAITY
FOR SALE- Ensign
den located on lot with
753-5445
bass boat. Trailer, 40 h.garden
areas-just
4
30 Business Rentals
5271488 751982S
p. Johnson motor. All
"minutes from city
/Pita YI
••• 40•0
accessories., Call 436on
rent
for
BUILDING
limits. Loretta Jobs
2369.
North 641 Highway for
Realtors, 753-1492.
- DESIRABLE residential
PROUDLY we rave about
garage or body shOilL
22 Musical
- building sites in , the
this
3, bedroom brick
Can 753-5618
country. Choice of four
BALDWIN PIANOS-and
with sunken living coom,
Spann Realty
31 Want To Rent
(4)
level lots seal:1100 ft.
formal dining area
- --.--whi441110110111V-441--balast
bawillatr - 1107 FUHYMVPlyrnorJth;
'
- ---11rgaris-•-16
"
-Pianos'
on --OS441
frontage
Lonardo Piano Co.
custom- built „kitchen435-4025.
ks CalWest"
garage. Only one year
WANT TO RENT 4 or 5
red with black vinyl top.
lets more
Each
South.
tthi Mustalsata heheve„ _
of obacco, Call
with -appliance.c in.y.amaha___Ktoss IMO
J317224
.$516.soo.
501 lecessere
Merril, sy
8-10 ofin
than
eluding
refrigeratorCARPETS -A FRIGHT?
$550. Air conditioner, 2
- 75379811 atter 6 p.m.'
250, only 1,640 miles:--Paris
'TN: STINSON REALTY,
I i Al
freezer, two full baths, Make them a beautiful
ton,
window
unit
$575. For sale Ap32 Apartments For Rent _ _ .restful_patio area with- -„-„REMIZAV.
763-3744 or 753-0774.
AND
SUNARINE
_sight_ with _Blue-Lustre- . .cacunressor,_Latear_old,.... _. _proximatety*stres;_44..--.SEA RA.--P- .
Bright
FLOWERS
ikOW. :APARTMENT.
private brick wall.
la
Rent electric sham$306. Freezer, large
Naar
mile off blacktop,- 3
753-6238.
ajiedrootn,
StatelT, bricked columns
pooer. Western Auto.----ebent,-$100. Call 762-2666
bowntown Sturrareall
&Hee Northwest c1C-' Call.
bath charmer only 1- Ills klta
•
bring you into the 'drive
Wits The Friendly Touch"
- home of the "Wishing 1(114), after 6 p.m_ 753- • -Hazel- $6,500., Call 4367334109.
3 Exterminating
year old. Featuring den,
Contact'$ MUT,
to a double garage with
Weil Gift Shop."
Ill-388-11$28.
with fireplace, formal
automatic openers...
ONE BEDROOM atDON'T BE -A RENT
2-car
room,
dining
FREE
in TenLicensed,
mower..
SNAPPER
_Just
listed.
.Call
SALE
Now.
TWIN(
ficiancy with.. smallSLAVE...A little paint12 ILL
WURLITZER organ, 1072
garage and realistic
Arkansas,
mower replacement
nessee,
almost • new motor.
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors,
Termite
Olive
cleaning
upwill
and.
kitchenette.
Street
Yamaha CyCle, baby
$300.00. Call 7534333
753-1492.
blades. Your choice 26”, __ bed, Rolex movie
Price in the 40'8• Let a
Missouri and Kenpartments. Call 753put this 5 room home
Inspection
7new ray Of-sunshine into
after 5- p.m. „
28" or 30". $505- lank' eamera Call
top shape. Good size
tucky.
4453
or
753.7123.
In
Cywhfisd Op
753-4165.
-Y OUR. SOM ED
moths, convenient to_. .• 'your life and take a look
_ Wallin Hardware,Psritt.
TRES WSSOW
.44.peptiRta3esto-----7--i1-MOME
Cen-belettrs----kabowpaltrAg-agan.
at--thilt---linali4YCOUCH AND CHAIR;
bedroom.--Goitre] heat --_-_ fr)day! Beauty has been
wagon wheel tablei-bsjf SIX H.P. Aiding inewer. - R. C. Erans,4744548, or---t"---ce-te--dawntawn. ----;-Pboise---HOPP_ERT I
-4410614sE ROAM
kelly's Tertnite
unique'
RZALTY, '753-1222, for
474_2748.
and air, fully carpeted,
25 in.-eut. Erie hp.
and full bed, odd chair.
PRICED LOW To GO.
18110111S, 711111111SE8
this
captured in
contemporary home in
tiller, 26 in. cut. 110 volt
built-in range. Call 753all your real estate
& Pest Control •
Call 753-1791.Boyd Majors Real
Gatesborough Sub8067 after 5 p.m. -.
27.3 AMP, 3 KW DC
need&- -Vetere,105 N. 12th.
Own awed awl spewed era 7/
FOR'SALE Phileo cook
division. Spacious
vein.- A.OM 4411,04.010111.1111 111114.011
tARLY
AMERICAN-----$Wer
ff-lant
with
-stove Ilk& RefielISO "
one --' rooms, attraetive design
EXTRA
NICE
naughyde living room' Nyfisconsin motor. -Lawn
100 Sotth 13th St
bed solid wood headand decor which places.
Phone 753-3914
bedroom furnished
set, Early Americanovier repair and blade
board. Moving and must
ES located on
this home in a class all' ''''
apartment.
sharpening metal lathe
'a
block
love seat and chair,
sell cheap. Call 489-2373
Elm Grove Chruch
Roaches.Sliver Fist
•
by itself. Just listed so .
from University. Call
turning and. thread
dining room set with 6
or 753-9924.
Road Beautiful building
and Shrubs
don't delay in letting us
'
753-2967 after 3p. m.
chairs. Call 436-6136, cutting done. Call 753sites, only $40,000. 138
tell you more about this
--anytime.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
good farm land
acres
DUPLEX, " nice
2 - architectural masterUMW
. ,nationally , advertised
mile blacktop
la
with
bedroom, Washer,dryer -, piece, -Phone,. WOr55 GALLON DRUMS,
AIR E
-1. Battery operated
- -br6s1
frontage. Priced at
h
o..
n
o
Is
up
St:try
ILL
--....--Tbernton Tile and ---l'eftlikrefer, upright -„PERUD- REALTY,?5d,.
- -arid Included. Rowland
$886.00 per acre. Call
refrigerator, dish- Marble, South., 9th. Call
24 Miscellaneous
1222 for courteous,
piano. Call after 6 p.m.
- Refrigeration, 110 South
Nelson Sbroat Co.
washer, large roism.
753-5719.
competent real estate
4354t3.
111
- 12th
Realtors, 759-1707.
JERUSALEM artichoke
Private area Deposit
service.
sun-lets. Perennial
1111111P
and lease required. Call
GOOD USED-tent.
_power plant,
will
7 after $ p.m.

QUALITY

Guy

eczt

'

FRIGID

•

mt soNitkisi SUper
Sport.

5,700

produce edible tubers
this ha Call 7534455

'AWN MOWERS 31411.p.
Prefect shape. $750. One
3T'tut. B and S engine.
pair
10-50
Mickey
Wallin Hard'Awns.
Thompson slicks, $20.
ware, Paris.
Call 753-0259.

Pardon./ Thuruilik.:
Insurance & hitt Estate
souths#dir Courtsquare

4

FURNISHED
APARTMENT, near university:C ll SthiIon Realty, 753-

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0384

Murray, Rentecky

753-4451

3744.

36 For Rent Or Lease

LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
.• WE BUY AND SZLL used
this spring? Look no
NEER
Plessed end ready. Up to 12 k 24. Ahe bent style, offices, cettepes,
air-eonditionTrs. Dill 'STEREO,
further! Located in
SUPE
Reel& been stales. end pities, sr V-WILD, precut ceaselessly ready
FARM- ,
TT Electric,/51-01131 or 753lovely
Canterbury
TUNERS,and speakers.
N sessoble up te 24x 6t filifiWirest fir lass.
1551.
Estates we have an ideal
MACHINERY AtreTION
Installation available.
6 Home Furnishings
lot for a split level. Take
Your
car
stereo
a look at this lot located
specialists
Sunset
N CU. FT. chest freezer.
31 livestock • Supplies
42 stres wit& extra as 3
.at 1514 Oxford Drive
Boulevard
Music_
Rain or Shine
damaged.
_Slightly
arise beswdesiteeli
---thert- call Linda Drake,
Montgamery --Dixieland Center, 153- CUSTOM
fres'higievey heeled ea West •
$229.88.
and
•
753-0492 or come by our
Murray, Kentuck;
.0113.
Awn
Lee
tab
home los
Ward, 753.1966.
V.
. Also gra-In
office
for
further
estii Mabee, dee,
- fed freezer beef for sale.
MUST SELL 19" Philco
wit-to-well carpets, tell
details: _Be reedy JA,Li,_
19 Farm Equipment
bOCATION:Leroy Tocild Farm,5 miles east
Paris Meat Processing,
bassnism, mini les best.
color T. V. Just 1 year
build this spring. John
of Murray onHwy.94 an I.es Todd Road::
ALLIS CHALMERS.
lsokihr
-6424201.
old. Guarantee still
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
Tractor and equipment.
*was hem, ham, Ow
ff you do. then yOu should check into what the
gOod. Call 767-6154.
505 Main St. 753-0161 or
•
See Me see seas.
• -'
/
1
4-,,-40rited States AS Farce has to offer `foul OW.- i
1155 Massey Ferguson tractor. cab
$1200. Massey Ferguson
753-7531:
. 11)0110 than 140 jotn in the Air Force cOrIPSW .
and arr, quick hitch cooler. 184
pickup disc. $400., Call
SLSSONS ZENITH Spring 14 LAYING HENS Call -753-3263 Anytime
11101CII ...?Tarty at some of the finest tecriniES .
'
01
-* 38 duals. weights. dual outlets,
753-0609.
436-5473 after 5.
Sale. Shop around and
_ schools in the: nation... an excellent sakiry.. .
'1240 hours and sharp, 664U4C
-the oaporturity to work toward your ossociata
then come see us. You'll
41 Public Sales
Diesel tractor TA, extra sharp,
: 8 row
ONE USED AC
-._.0e0ree
ttx<asgh the COthrns114-Colec'e of the
save $10.00, $20.00 Or
GARAGE SALE, Rain or THINKING OF SPRING? -At Force ... on-the-job .experience ..
hard land drill. Call 753- -- more.
All
T.V.'s
----Why
not
start
planning'30 clays of paid yaccrison a.
Shine. Friday and
3076.
reduced. Sissons Zenith
now for that home on the
year ... want:twit:IA assign.
Saturday,
April
7
and
8
• a--anenti... medical core.;
Sales since 1962. 19 miles
410 Maasey Ferguson Combine.
_lake. We have just listed
from
8
until
?100's
o('
dental-care ...Fius much .
cab, 14 ft. Quick-Attach header, ONE ROW tobacco setters..
West of Murray on High2 quality homes in
Si
items_
Including
7 horse ridinir lawn
more. REAL ESTATE
header control, rasp bar cylinder.
way 94. Call 382-2174.
Panorama
Shores,
only
, . OVICk d out for vcarseif
'clothing and violets.
mower. Ferguson
753-8080
"
straw ..chopper, pickup ree k,n ice.
10 miles from Murray.
401
4
bY CONCIcItrip ' a
27 Mobile Home Sales
Butterworth
Turn
on
with
1770
Buick
tractor.
Massey
Ferguson
6-16"
66
‘, - '
"
Both are year:round
:seisti.
ci.;
' Professio7u7Services
and
Road
at
Stella
437air, excellent. Call
h. 111111S. lie
breaking plow. senii-mount INC 4TWO BEDROOM 1975
f - risqii
With The Frii-ndlyr Touch"
homes on beautiful
-follow signs.
•
4801.
14" breaking plow, semi-mount
Trailer, central air, and
woodeeily lots. Take ad'a
he
_heat Big lot. Near East
470 INC wing disc. 18 ft., INC 4
vantag‘ of-early settoon_,
CHIC-ELEGANT-SP!' :ms
a:
. o;
_ WEST KY. GRAIN 'School. Buy like rent. CARPORT SALE,
,7011:4:11/Iatr:-1%row cuttwator, spring shank,
ACIOUS...This 4,000
prices andiet us tell you
"- , Thursday,
Friday
and
HANDLING
EquipCall 436-2658.
Massey Ferguson 4 row cultivator,
sq. Ft. home has it all:
more
about
the
adSaturday. From 8-4 at
ment-bins, -buckets
ipnng shank:. IHC 4 row rotary hoe,
Entry hall, living
vantages of Lake-Front
907 Vine. Baby items,
Ah 1 1 111111117a
"
"dileFr
". •0.
1,
•
elevators, farm fan 10 x $5 trailer with washer
416
. r
3 pt hitch, AC No-Till planter, 7
room, dining room, 4
Living.
Phone
KOPeveryone,
after
for
dryer.
Call
clothing
and
drjets,C0_1or
row-20" units,
hugh bedroom's, I%
PERUD
REALTY,
753• lots of odds and enda,-In
p.m. 753-8451. •
1-247-0558. •
• 2firevity grain wagons, PTO tractor
baths and rec. gaom. 2
1222, anytime.
1. case of rain held
T
TSGT REIDY D. HEiti1AMDEZ 442-2426
Seder 3 pt hitch, 2 farm fuel
acres. Let us Stow you 11111 MASSE',' Ferguson 71
1I*OOD
12
.X
65
2
11
7
7
4
4
/
1
weekend
•
following
storage tanks, portable fuel tank
this Country Estate
OPERTY, TO
RA
diesel tractor with roll
bedroom,2 baths, partly
with electric pump, 3 pt Boom
Today. Boyd Majors
SELL? If you've been
bar, top, multi power
'furnished,
underpinne&-__
SaturGARAGE
SALE
pole, 3 pt 10 row Boom sprayer.
(teal Estate, 195 N
why
selling,
adjust
'thinking
of
and
power
Excellent
conditions.
day morning, April 8,
1964 Chevrolet 2 ton truck with
12th.
wheels. Call 7530649
not give use call? You'll
$6800. Call 753-2762 _1978 at 830 a.m. at
grain bed and hoist
A oreer way em0 We
'
friendly,
receive
after 6 p.m.
-Caldwell Cars Inc. At
Very few miscellaneous items so come on time. I PAL.
nu 12 X 44 2 bedroonii 310 N. 4th. Clothing for courteous, -service and
advice
Ford
professional
BELLY
partly furnished.
RED
men and women.
rittiques, Curios,
Central air. Like new.
tractor. Also 14' boat
from our five full-time
43
Real
Estate
- and trailer with 20 h.p. • See at Riviera Cts. 753sales representatives.
tetaiM.ess
Come
3280 before 5
Mercury motor. 'Call
We have clients waiting
SPECIAL
SPRING
oi sitathef
469-2490.
to purchase all types of
Just listed this at
Saturday, April I. 1176 1011.
1974 CAMERON 12 x 80,
...•
real estate so let us
.u Sports Equipment
fract.i'll 3 bedroom, 2
filluilisios of the lets Ms. Freak Henry located 3 sal. west if
all electric, central heat' • bath. Nene located just
match a buyer to your
14' ALUMINUM boat, 15
top. a 5 emit elf Ilieltlisen, Ky. on Hwy. 94 next door ta Curikes Grocery. Cagle,.
Phone
add
air, excellent 'stest of. Murray city
property.
motor
abd
h.p., Johnson
GlASSINAIIS
condition. Call 753-9573 :limits,: Howe has 36' x
KOPPIgRUD REALTY,
Plakailepression,hob knob items, crantieri-y pitchers, cut glass etched bowls.cobalt items.I blue
Moody Trailer.$700.00. 8
fastest
after 5.
1=4,Jaen= linutireties islatters, rid glass vases. pink sake plates,large St %mall preserve
753-1222 anytime. We
with
greatroom
span Maw Irish bowls, pink footed bowls, 45 pr Warwick chips pet-Um f II.
Huffy tiding'
selling
and
buying
make
29 Mobile Home Rentals
fireplare od antique
depresitidessdp.dbh, white milk glair items, !Afton china, Nunn's. Avon gf Ritter bottles. 6 N
mower. $250. Gall 753mom peinssayssgwnss,tr
otr
eryRoyal china. Ilmoge china, Rub'. Red glaases. 40 green Jars, crock
rest estate easy for you!
oak mantle, central heat
wares,
colored
brulstors,Ildi
MOBILE
HOMES
and
3536.
yard,
and
lovely
-air:mobile home spaces for
wars
• OUtSllie aorage
kern lamp w/ruby red shade &stating% awing kern lamp w/floral
11 Fr. CATAMARAN gall,
rent, at Riviera C,ourts
shade prisons.
•:111
111 11bile lamps, hero. wall lamps, milk glass kern Aladdin lamp,table & floor pattern
lamps,lanterns.
concrete drive and
boat, 27 ft. mast with
Call 753-3280.
Cat/CURB
scenic quiet location.
main and jib sail. Call
Precuts Aldan
history, 3 needle point pictures, miniature sewing media,
wiedlnal
Phone 753-1222, ROPpicture, wicker
willow paper
TWO BEDROOM trailer
7),3-1312,153-3125 or 758hanger counter
to
rug, velvet
oink, 1 gal kern rusts, shriek basket,
on private lot. Water , l'ERUD REALTY for
MR.
Anaoipgie7.6.-intion
& wool bats,
hammy maker Coca Cola thermometer, wood fbrit tub, corn grader, ant
*end,art, orgalillimitw/bell k claw foot,,granet collinders pans
- furnished Call 753-4126,
BOY '
MAJORS
More information.
1f73 Erb° eitetOir bias
REAL ESTATE
111/0111WAINS
bog.irona, collection MU% Oneida Net, implement seats. 2 sausage mIlla, milk caruy, hay
• boat; 15 ft.- 80 horse
753-8080
needle. crow
sa* aim porn sheller, muffin rine pens. kettles. row bells, cotton wales,
hay basks, Rebores Washington
Johnson motor. Super
portaialn wiled cook dove w/raservoir
Tomatoes
TERMS: Strictly cash, cashier chick oióp
each
"Pr oiPSIlinna Fear"
guide trolling motor,
.
RNENIUMI '
,Wlth The Frividl Tourhproved check Na exceptions.
'Burl walnut dresser /nruirble top side candle heidersliairre boxes, Burke& aide bniant
'rkflrI.y
'trailer, 92,000.. Call 753forty Girl Patio
w/mirror 'white
dining
lade,
Sal
Bipi
oak
vanity
c5s
asb
è
Alm,411111211 & claw foot, cherry chest, oak
We have that Mini--.7595'
Jetster Grader' goy
rug loan (1 yolL)iallindite Mk
chiffefobe,MIII*111111y1k111
BWI's
eye
dreamer
w/onarhsa tap,
farm you've been
spiral beck redeye*, detisr abetuui.3 will we=
For fateslier
,
Iliskisi WO bed stead, whit;
_ triforntatioge.conowne*iliii Amelia's. totscedar
chid,
oval
&
eselieset
blows
pisibte
*siting ft on .Hwy.
Pepper
hot rzerrieii. I nuotchino
tact:
WINNER- PIRANHA ski •
....
each
seat,
a splistlad WOO chairs.lees Mho
choir's/lapel
.
&
1928. Perimeter fenbeck maw,p,,,tei.514v&pised soupy bed w/ on*Illtlirn. atm & uphontetedlarge oak riven beton
. bass boat. Trailer,.55.
. Standard Tomatoes
rockers, csbirtiosilla
Egg Mot!
ease,
Speed
tap
trunks,
sibisell.
tinssultreike
console
TV
,
2
pr
living
rm
eed:3 bedroom, 2 bath
suite, metal klbilliollesil. 2
h.p. Evinrude motor.
weal reps, 5 eels boil *dive. LP Ise bailor w/biewly•thermostat, i kitchen
Cabbage
cabinets, patialirbsee.
Bedding Plants
brick veneer, central
hei4is,3'se.dasters, 2 elves fans, Weals sewing machine,I eye kno.stove
sCelle$,Tralsn. Call
:nanciaa
.. ,
7-7
r.."77... .
TiNVINPidtraterfrt 'sawiiVg.4.40.1115011
Large Assortment(a
."kdkollt11111111c411lbss.de„- • .- -,-,.- --e- __
711341134.•••,'
large kitchen,
House Moats & Cactus
ieed,s=asie
spr
Intiwajmrsalltritalete
cellilL
b ..gank
sznar bairWirmest
-dining area, den with
UM 15 F,, Traveler
• Hanging easiati
COC91,12 Gordan,
raa iaM
ii
TIYW:Ireini ymrber,3bio cleaned sh.e.etp
fireplate and beamed
fishing boat 20 h.p..
111.11porea,,,,ye lW
am sest on t*1
t a esati nd.
One Group Cacti 31S1.09
.
wUl be
ceiling
Patio,
carport,
fa
r
s
osisr
e
ithi
tm,epa
.
and
motor
Johnson
•
- JAMES R.-CA,S11
LwsvTcatered by the Fatten Janie* Chine le spend the
Spew 7 Bays
outside
storage
bldg.
die
,
troller. $800. Call ,733THE FARM MN:WINERY AUCTIOIVEER."
plus stock
barn,
stow
'in
.
-I.-pultsay TR.
111W.
Priced tight. Boyd
Fancy Pains. IC):502
pi
,
62•
14466 •
NI)4711-2111111 I 479-3713
Majors Real' Estate.
Oil.OsbertaAlulef
Mn.fruit 1.117,
.
Ratrafasat.761s.p. •
1.11111 Si Need Tire
Limbed 846
MEM
,,„LE low HA al
kisiblier
imoter 'list with us Wai

.Sctitsrelqy, April8 I P.M-.

seeeespbsre yet snip
OWN,foes lewd Throe it
IN* ON adteinise wee&
ileckyerd. CerSee ever
Wrangell in Unite been at_
lame Lit end Nleirtsr 55.
•
lostk. 'monodist*
I.e Only 234,50.
p.

NEED- PI
ZONED RNeed a lot
housing? Ne
for offices,
rug-store,
or consume
We have list
ioned- pi
located no
Cast for the:
uses. Call
Joretta aot
753-1492.

'

South 12th
TELE/44011

.4 lots For

RNERSherwood 1
.7534019. `

WILDING OrOve Hight
tout. 140' X'

OHNE
arm,7 roots
3 bedrooms,
and encic
p- orch. 1 m
Vezter. 1
battik-Milk 1
L bolise_
t
unde
1100,000.76
between 2:1
p.m.
46 Homes F

USE FOI
one acre lot
'Highway ,94
!One mile fr
:Two bedroo.
,dining roof
fireplace,
garage.
decorated.
lifter 4 p.m
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